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The topic of the impact of monetary policy on
agriculture is an old one, and one subject to a 

lot of misinformation.1 The misinformation arises
because too few understand that most of what goes
on in agriculture has nothing to do with monetary
policy.  Monetary policy, more or less, involves the
process by which policymakers manage—as best
they can—the amount of money and credit they
create for the economy—otherwise known as
financial liquidity.  By contrast, the fundamental
forces that shape the agricultural industry—forces
that determine the behavior of prices and output—
are a consequence of nonmonetary conditions.
Nevertheless, monetary policymakers are called
upon periodically to influence outcomes in the
farm sector through “easier” monetary conditions.
In fact, messing up monetary policy by diverting 
it from its primary objective of achieving price 
stability will only make agricultural conditions
more difficult.

The chief focus of this article is on the supply
and demand conditions in agriculture.  The first 
section contains an analysis of recent trends in 
farm incomes and their inherent volatility.  The 
next two sections cover the particular conditions 
of supply and demand in agricultural markets.
Combining supply and demand conditions leads 
to an analysis of outcomes for price and output.
Following this analysis, we then compare and con-
trast the agricultural sector with computer manu-
facturing, another industry characterized by rapid
productivity growth and falling prices.

With the analysis of the economic fundamen-
tals of agriculture in hand, we then can discuss the
specifics of monetary policy and what, if anything,

policymakers can do to mitigate periodic adverse
developments down on the farm.  The main mes-
sage is this:  The Federal Reserve needs to con-
centrate on its primary responsibility of keeping
inflation low and stable.  Achieving sustained low
inflation requires that interest rates sometimes rise
and sometimes fall.  Although interest-rate fluctua-
tions can cause problems in agriculture, there is 
no other known way to keep inflation low and 
stable.  Furthermore, compromising monetary 
policy objectives will not help agriculture in the
end, but will actually make things worse by gener-
ating instability in the inflation rate, interest rates,
and the level of economic activity.

INCOME VOLATILITY IN AGRICULTURE
As nearly everyone knows—including most 

of those engaged in the business of food and feed
production—the United States is currently in the
midst of a record-breaking business expansion: 
109 months and counting as of April 2000.  Nearly
as remarkable, the current expansion follows on 
the heels of the 92-month-long expansion in 1982-
90, and is more than twice as long as the average 
of all post-World War II business expansions.
Moreover, these two expansions were separated 
by one of the mildest recessions in U.S. history.
Professor John Taylor, a distinguished economist 
at Stanford University, has dubbed the 17-year peri-
od since 1982 “The Long Boom.”2 Since 1982, the
output of U.S. final goods and services—or real
GDP—has nearly doubled, growing at an average
annual rate of almost 3.75 percent per year.  By con-
trast, real GDP grew at about 2.25 percent per year
from 1972 to 1982, a period wracked by two severe
economic downturns and high and rising inflation.

It thus appears, as Taylor and others have
argued, that a case can be made that improved
monetary policy has played an important role,
though certainly not the only role, in achieving 
this long period of sustained economic growth at 
a healthy pace.  Whatever else might have been
going on, the rate of consumer price index (CPI)
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inflation could not have declined from more than
13 percent in 1980 to 2.7 percent over the 12
months ending December 1999 if the Federal
Reserve had not concentrated its efforts on con-
trolling inflation.  In fact, inflation variability dur-
ing the current business expansion is the lowest of
all previous post-World War II expansions.3 By
sharply reducing the rate of price inflation and
establishing firm expectations in the marketplace
that inflation would remain low, monetary policy
has contributed to higher productivity growth and
enhanced the economy’s stability.

In general, the current business expansion has
bestowed numerous benefits for virtually every
demographic group in the United States.4 Still, even
though the U.S. unemployment rate has fallen from
about 11 percent at the end of 1982 to 4 percent in
early 2000, we know that some members of our society
have been left behind.  Many of those in farming and
ranching will respond to these words by thinking,
“Yes, many of us in agriculture have been left
behind.”  Indeed, the last couple of years have 
been rough for U.S. agriculture.

But agriculture always has been a risky and
uncertain business.  In ancient times, farmers suf-
fered from droughts and locusts.  Today, farmers
still suffer from droughts and locusts.  In addition,
ancient farmers suffered not only from natural
hazards but also from market disruptions brought
on by war, the edicts of emperors, and other man-
made problems.  When viewed in this context, it is
not surprising that income volatility is an endemic
characteristic of farming.  

This characteristic is illustrated nicely by
changes in farm incomes during the 1990s.  After
rising to a 21-year high of $54.9 billion in 1996,
real, or inflation-adjusted, net farm income subse-
quently fell 13 percent in 1997 and roughly another

3 Inflation variability is measured as the standard deviation of the quar-
terly CPI inflation rates.  The standard deviation of inflation during
the current expansion is about three-quarters of a percentage point,
compared to roughly 2-percentage points during the 1982-90 expan-
sion, about 3.5-percentage points during the 1975-80 expansion and
2.5-percentage points during the 1970-73 expansion.

4 See Poole and Wall (2000).
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10.5-percent in 1998.  Although the latest projections
from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
suggest that some improvement occurred in 1999,
this upswing most likely will have stemmed entirely
from a nearly $11 billion jump in government
income transfers to farmers.  For a longer-term per-
spective, as seen in Figure 1, consider that real net
farm income averaged $47.7 billion between 1990
and 1998, roughly 20 percent more than the $39.8
billion annual average seen during the 1980s.

The early 1990s, then, were not so bad, but 
farm income during those years pales next to the
$62.6 billion average real net farm income during
the 1970s.  The tumultuous 1970s, frankly, were an
unusual decade.  Some of agriculture’s good fortune
for that period was purchased at the cost of severe
problems in the 1980s.  Although farm incomes dur-
ing the 1970s rose rather sharply for a few years—
real net farm income jumped from $52 billion in
1971 to $108 billion only two years later—this surge
was the result of several unsustainable factors, such
as the United States allowing the Soviets to enter the
U.S. market to buy every bushel of corn, wheat, and
soybeans they could get their hands on.  But by
1980, against the backdrop of high and rising infla-
tion, high and rising interest rates and a depreci-
ating dollar, real farm income had plummeted to
$29 billion.  Just three years later, it plunged another
27 percent to $21 billion.  By 1983, real net farm
income was more than 80 percent lower than it 
had been just a decade earlier and even lower than
the $25-billion low point reached during the depths
of the Depression in 1932.

Many specific factors account for sharp swings
in farm income.  Many of these factors, which have
been well chronicled in the literature, will be dis-
cussed below in the context of changes in supply
and demand over time.5 Suffice to say, it seems
clear that the rising farm incomes during the
1970s, which were boosted largely by a sharp rise
in exports, helped to fuel an outbreak of specula-
tive behavior by farmers, ranchers, and investors 
to counter the corrosive effects of high and rising
inflation.  As the real price of U.S. farmland soared,
so did farm debt.  The resulting financial imbal-
ances that built up during the 1970s, not surpris-
ingly, were unsustainable.

Because farming is an inherently risky busi-
ness, swings in farm incomes over time can be,
have been, and probably will continue to be, quite
dramatic.  Is there something inherently unstable
in agricultural production—that is, beyond normal

variations in weather or, perhaps, macro-policy
mistakes—that contributes to these swings in 
farm incomes over time?  The answer, to be blunt,
is no.  The basic characteristics of agricultural
product markets that contribute to trends in farm
incomes over time, it turns out, are readily explain-
able within the context of an analysis that looks 
at the basics of supply and demand conditions, 
the interaction of which determines prices and
quantities of agricultural products. 

SUPPLY CONDITIONS IN AGRICULTURE
In terms of sheer producing power per unit of

input, American agriculture ranks as an unqualified
success.  The average U.S. farmer is growing and
harvesting more now than he has at any time in
history—and he’s doing it, in the aggregate, with
fewer inputs.  Indeed, for 100 years or more, U.S.
agriculture has been characterized by fantastic 
productivity advances.  A closer look at this pro-
ductivity explosion reveals some startling statistics.
During the past 75 years, the number of acres har-
vested for corn grain has declined by 16 percent
while production has increased five-fold.  Similarly,
while cotton production in recent years is little
changed from 1926, when cotton acreage peaked
at just under 45 million acres, yields per acre have
more than tripled while the number of acres har-
vested has fallen by more than two-thirds.  And 
it’s not just crop producers who have become 
more productive.  The number of cattle and calves
peaked at around 132 million in 1975.  Since then,
the cattle inventory has dropped by about a quarter
while meat production has increased 11.5 percent.
Likewise, the number of pounds per broiler pro-
duced has risen from roughly three in 1950 to
nearly five today. 

In the aggregate, accordingly, the amount of
output produced by each farmer, including farm
employees, has risen from almost $2,300 in 1910
to roughly $35,600 in 1998—or a little more than 
3 percent a year.6 (These figures, including the real
net farm income measure cited earlier, are in con-
stant dollars, with a base year of 1996.)  Much of this
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increase has occurred since 1973, a period when
productivity in the nonfarm sector began to slow
dramatically.  From 1973 to 1998, the amount of
farm output per worker rose at an average annual
rate of nearly 5 percent per year.  In contrast, the
productivity growth in the nonfarm business sector
during this period measured 1.5 percent a year.

That the industry has been able to increase
production with fewer farmers and ranchers is 
testament to the tremendous benefits gleaned 
from technological innovations.  Doane’s Agricul-
tural Report recently ranked those innovations 
that have contributed to agriculture’s tremendous
productivity advances during the 20th century.7 In
Doane’s view, research and education, mechaniza-
tion, hybrid seed corn, commercial fertilizers and 
chemical pesticides were the top five improve-
ments.  Most economists probably would con-
cur with these assessments.  But just as the new
technologies associated with the computer, the
Internet, lasers, and telecommunications have 
revolutionized many aspects of the nonagricul-
tural economy, more innovations are on the 
way which, if developed properly, promise even
greater advances in agricultural productivity in 
the future.  

The advent of genetically modified organ-
isms in many crops, which follows the advances 
in genetic improvements applied to livestock 
production, promises both increased production 
and reduced reliance on pesticides.  Likewise, 
the use of satellite technology to better apportion 
fertilizer and other soil nutrients, combined with
the increased usage of low-till farming, offer the
promise of increased production with reduced
chemical fertilizer applications.  Some of these
technological innovations are controversial.  But
these controversies are a whole other subject.
What needs to be emphasized is that productivity
improvement in agriculture is a great American 
triumph, and understanding it is essential to 
understanding the basics of agricultural markets.

A useful way to summarize this discussion is 
to envision the usual upward-sloping supply curve
with a big arrow on it, pointing to the right, to 
indicate that the entire supply curve is shifting 
out rapidly over time as productivity improve-
ments accumulate.  But since supply bounces
around from year to year depending on growing
conditions—the droughts and the locusts—it 
also is necessary to envision a couple of dashed
supply curves parallel to the solid one.

Demand Conditions in Agriculture

The second half of the Marshallian scissors is
the demand curve.  The demand for agricultural
products, like other “normal” goods, of course,
slopes down.  For our purposes, though, the rele-
vant questions are how steep is it and how does it
move over time?

Let’s start with the movement over time.  The
demand for food rises as the population rises and as
the average income of consumers rises.  The effect
of rising income has been understood for a long
time.  In the mid-19th century, Prussian economist
Ernst Engel put forth the proposition that the more
income you have, the smaller the fraction of your
income spent on food.  This proposition was so well
established that it became known as “Engel’s Law.”
The demand for food products, therefore, increases
proportionately with population, but increases more
slowly than does per-capita income.  For example, 
if per-capita income rises by 3 percent in real terms,
the percentage increase in demand for food products
would be considerably less—perhaps only 1 percent.
In the United States and other high-income coun-
tries, we observe the consistent pattern that expen-
ditures on farm commodities grow more slowly 
than total expenditures.  Thus, expenditures on 
farm commodities decline relative to the economy
as a whole. 

Engel’s law can be seen graphically in Figure 2,
which shows U.S. food expenditures as a share of
total expenditures from 1929 to 1999.8 During the
Depression years, and extending into World War II,
when per-capita real income growth was relatively
weak, consumption of food as a share of total
expenditures rose from about 25 percent to nearly
35 percent.  But as real income growth picked up
after World War II, expenditures on food as a share
of total consumption expenditures fell, reaching
about 14 percent in 1999.

The market for U.S. agricultural production is
not, of course, limited to U.S. consumers.  The
United States, by virtue of its abundant natural
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resources and plentiful supply of capital, enjoys a
distinct comparative advantage in agriculture pro-
duction relative to most other countries.  Given the
limited upside to boosting the domestic demand
for farm products, one way to increase sales of U.S.
farm products is to make them available to con-
sumers in other parts of the world.  And, in fact,
the share of U.S. farm production that is exported
has steadily trended up over time.  From 1935 to
1954, U.S. farm exports averaged 8.5 percent of
total farm output.  This share reached a high of 28
percent in 1980 and has averaged roughly 25 per-
cent since 1988 (see Figure 3).  As important as
exports are to U.S. producers, the reality is that food
demand around the world is subject to Engel’s Law,
which means that world demand for U.S. farm out-
put is unlikely to grow rapidly.  Moreover, as the
recent Asian crisis showed, unexpected demand
disturbances from foreign markets are a fact of life.
It is probably true, then, that export demand—wel-
come though it certainly is—is more volatile than
domestic demand. 

What about the shape of the demand curve for
food?  This analysis can be very brief.  Americans,

or, by extension, consumers in most high-income
countries, don’t consume very much more food
when its price declines—or, equivalently, very
much less when its price increases. We can thus
summarize the demand conditions this way:  The
demand curve for agricultural products is quite
steep, shifts out only gradually over time, and is
somewhat volatile because export demand is
volatile.  The demand curve on our imaginary
chalkboard, in other words, is pretty steep—
inelastic, in economists’ lingo.

Supply and Demand Together—Price and
Output Trends in Agriculture

In any market, price and quantity are deter-
mined by the interaction of supply and demand.
The long-run outcome in agriculture is dominated
by the fact that the supply curve, driven by rapid
productivity improvement, is shifting out more
rapidly than the demand curve.  Thus, agricultural
prices—relative to prices in general—have been
trending down.  Indeed, farm prices have been
falling relative to nonfarm prices for as long as we

Figure 2
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can measure them.  This fact is shown in Figure 4,
which plots the ratio of the implicit price deflator
for farm output to the total GDP implicit price
deflator (1996=100).  From 1909 to 1941, farm
price increases trailed aggregate price increases by
about three-quarters of a percentage point a year.
That margin doesn’t sound very large, but main-
tained for 30 years, it cuts the relative price of agri-
cultural prices by 21 percent.  There was a brief
interval during World War II and its immediate
aftermath when farm prices shot up dramatically,
largely owing to production constraints during the
War and the subsequent surge in foreign demand
from war-ravaged countries.  From 1941 to 1948,
farm prices advanced at roughly 14.5 percent a
year, while aggregate prices rose a little more than
7.5 percent a year.  

The historical trends reasserted themselves
shortly thereafter, as farm prices subsequently
resumed their downward trend.  The waves of
technological innovations noted earlier ramped 
up production, causing supply growth to outstrip
demand growth.  Even though U.S. living standards

rose in the aftermath of World War II, Engel’s 
Law remained in force and food demand grew rela-
tively slowly.  From 1948 to 1998, relative farm
prices declined by roughly 3 percent a year; by
1998, the relative price of food was 78 percent
below its 1948 level.  Falling relative farm prices, 
in turn, caused farm income to grow more slowly
than nonfarm income. 

Farm output has been growing in absolute
terms, but less rapidly than output of all goods
taken together.  Modest agricultural output growth
is a direct outcome of the fact that the U.S. popula-
tion has been pretty well fed for a long time, and
does not choose to eat that much more even when
the price of food goes lower.  The bottom line, in
terms of long-term trends, is that agricultural
prices have been falling and total output rising 
only modestly.

The inevitable outcome of rapid technological
advance and slow growth of total demand is that
the demand for workers in agriculture declines.  It
seems rather unfair that an especially innovative
and productive sector such as agriculture tends to

Figure 3
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generate low incomes.  In particular, income
prospects are especially bleak for those in agri-
culture who fall behind the cutting edge of techno-
logical improvement.  In the words of the econo-
mist Hendrik Houthakker, “The greater the increase
in farm productivity, the greater the imbalance
between supply and demand of farm products
which has to be corrected by an outflow of labor 
or by lower farm prices.”  Moreover, Houthakker
notes that “unless the outflow of labor from farm-
ing is fast enough, an increase in farm productivity
leads only to lower farm prices and lower farm
incomes.”9 How low incomes go depends on how
rapidly workers move out of agriculture to indus-
tries with better income prospects.  While the deck
appears stacked against those engaged in farming
and ranching—and this analysis may seem rather
brutal—the fact is that low incomes are driven by
the inexorable economic forces of high productivi-
ty growth, slow demand growth, and insufficiently
rapid exit of workers from agriculture.

Consider the following numbers.  From 1910 
to 1932, U.S. farm employment declined modestly,

from 13.6 million to 12.8 million, or about 0.25
percent per year.10 During the 1930s, labor out-
flows accelerated markedly and continued largely
unabated until roughly 1987, when farm employ-
ment totaled just under 3 million, or about a quar-
ter of what it was 50 years earlier.  Persistent labor
outflows from the farming sector, naturally, means
that farm employment will steadily decline as a
share of total employment, as is shown in Figure 5.
In 1999, farm employment was about 2 percent 
of total employment, whereas in 1900 about 41
percent of civilian employees were engaged in
farm employment.11

It appears that the major adjustment in the
number of agricultural workers is now over.  Since
1987, farm employment has stabilized, and even

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK of ST. LOUIS

Figure 4
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risen slightly.  Of course, farm employment contin-
ues to fall as a share of total employment but the
most difficult period in which a large absolute
decline occurred is now past.  

Another way to see the extent to which produc-
tivity gains have ratcheted up farm output over
time is by examining the growth of all inputs, not
just labor input.  Table 1 shows that the index of
total farm output increased by roughly 135 percent
from 1948 to 1996 (the latest observation), or a lit-
tle more than 1.75 percent per year.12 Over this 
period, though, the index of total farm input—a
measure designed to capture the influence of inter-
mediate inputs like fertilizer, fuel, labor, and capi-
tal—actually declined.  What is interesting is that
nearly all of this decline in input stems from reduc-
tions in labor input.  Whereas inputs of intermedi-
ate products rose 84 percent and capital input rose
33 percent, labor input dropped 70 percent, or
approximately 2.5 percent per year.

Although farm output has increased substan-
tially over time, it has not kept pace with growth 
in the nonfarm sector of the economy.  As seen in

Figure 5, from 1889 to 1966, real farm output as 
a percent of total GDP declined from nearly 8.5 
percent to about 1.25 percent.  Since then, it has
remained fairly constant, implying that the rate of
return to agriculture has more or less stabilized at
its long-run rate.  The continued existence of ineffi-
cient farms, though, suggests that other factors are
keeping some resources in the industry that might
well earn a higher return elsewhere.

Now is the time to put our chalkboard to work.
This Marshallian dance is depicted in Figure 6.  As
noted earlier, both the supply (S) and demand (D)
curves for agriculture are fairly inelastic, some-
thing that has been known to agricultural econ-
omists for quite some time.13 The supply and
demand curves are dancing around, sometimes
creating large and painful declines in prices, and
sometimes delightful increases in prices—delight-

12 The index values in this paragraph are found in the Economic 
Report of the President (2000), Tables B-97 and B-98, pp. 418-19.

13 See Gardner (1992).

Figure 5
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ful for producers, anyway.  The dance sometimes
yields painful declines in output—the years of
droughts and locusts—and sometimes enormous
bumper crops.  And these fluctuations occur on top
of long-run trends characterized by declining prices
and modestly rising output.  The long-run trend is
illustrated in Figure 6 by the fact that the supply
curves, S1 to S4, increase proportionately more than
the demand curves, D1 to D4, across time.

AGRICULTURE AND COMPUTER
INDUSTRIES COMPARED

It is interesting to compare agriculture with the
computer industry—another industry character-
ized by high productivity growth.  Though the two
industries are vastly different in terms of their out-
put, the qualitative nature of their labor input, and
the production processes they employ, the comput-
er and agriculture industries do share a couple of
key characteristics.  First, the two are both capital
intensive.  Second, the prices of their outputs con-

tinue to fall relative to the prices of all other goods
and services.  In fact, unlike farm prices, personal
computer prices have actually fallen in absolute
terms since they entered the marketplace.  Since
1978, computer prices have fallen by an average of
17 percent per year, while prices for all output, as
measured by the GDP chain price deflator have risen
by about 3.75 percent per year.  Thus, the relative
price of computers has declined by more than 20
percent per year—much more, recall, than the 3-per-
cent per-year drop in relative agricultural commodity
prices.  Why are computer firms getting rich while
farmers face the threat of bankruptcy?

In both agriculture and computer manufactur-
ing, supply conditions are dominated by rapid pro-
ductivity improvement.  But demand conditions in
the two industries are very different.  In fact, com-
puter output has risen much faster than aggregate
output.  While the demand for farm commodities 
is relatively insensitive to price and income changes,
the demand for personal computers is not.  In
terms of basic supply and demand analysis, the

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK of ST. LOUIS

Growth of Farm Productivity, Inputs, and Output

Compound Annual Rates of Change 1948-73 1973-96 1948-96

Total Farm Output 1.85 1.78 1.81

Total Livestock Output 1.99 1.33 1.67
Total Crop Output 1.72 2.00 1.86

Total Farm Inputs 0.20 -0.41 -0.09
Farm Labor -3.01 -1.91 -2.48
Farm Real Estate 0.30 -0.41 -0.04
Durable Equipment 3.03 -1.67 0.75
Energy 1.35 0.25 0.82
Fertilizer 3.09 -0.73 1.24
Pesticides 10.37 2.70 6.63

Farm Labor Productivity 5.09 3.80 4.47
Farm Multifactor Productivity 1.64 2.19 1.90

Addenda:
Nonfarm Business Sector Productivity1 1.67 1.47 2.00
Nonfarm Business Sector Multifactor Productivity 1.89 0.21 1.08

1 Nonfarm business sector productivity measures extend back only to 1959 at the present time.

Table 1
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computer demand curve is shifting rapidly to the
right, as income rises.  Unlike the demand for agri-
cultural products, the computer demand curve 
has a relatively flat slope (see Figure 7).  Business
demand for computers is rising rapidly, of course,
because computers so enhance the productivity of
production processes of all sorts of goods, includ-
ing agricultural goods, and because of falling prices
of computer goods.  In fact, it seems likely that the
vast increase in the use of computers has con-
tributed significantly to the acceleration in non-
farm labor productivity growth.

Thus, rising real personal incomes and increas-
ing business use of computers propel the computer
demand curve outward, and declining computer prices
driven by the outward shift in supply stimulates higher
purchases as we slide down the relatively flat demand
curve.  The outcome, as seen in Figure 7, is that com-
puter production is exploding.  Since 1959, output of
computer and office equipment has increased at an
average annual rate of 21 percent per year, whereas
total factory output and real GDP both rose only about
3.5 percent per year.  Now, if only farmers could find
a way to stimulate demand for a bushel of corn on
every desktop!

MONETARY POLICY AND AGRICULTURE
From time to time, every central bank finds

that it must change interest rates to maintain low
and steady inflation.  Let’s take a moment to under-
stand why.

Suppose there were some way for the central
bank to achieve low inflation without acting directly
on interest rates.  For example, suppose the central
bank controlled money growth directly—indeed, there
is an extensive literature arguing that this policy is 
the one central banks should pursue.14 The Federal
Reserve might raise and lower money growth as
needed to achieve its objective of low and steady
inflation.  Interest rates would fluctuate freely in the
marketplace.  Even when the Fed maintained rock
steady money growth, interest rates might rise or 
fall.  In particular, when the economy boomed, rates
would tend to rise as households and firms bid for
funds to finance spending on new investment, houses,
cars, and all the other things people commonly finance
by borrowing.  Similarly, when the economy slowed,
interest rates would tend to fall, even if the Fed did
nothing but maintain steady money growth.

A strong economy tends to push interest rates up
and a weak economy tends to push interest rates
down, this is illustrated nicely by the recent Japanese
experience.  Most are aware that Japanese growth
has been somewhere between anemic and nonex-
istent for a good number of years.  In fact, since the
fourth quarter of 1991, Japanese real GDP has grown
at an average rate of only 0.7 percent per year.  Since
the fourth quarter of 1996,  Japanese output has actu-
ally declined at about a 1.25 percent annual rate.
Meanwhile, interest rates on short-term Japanese

Figure 6
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14 For example, see Cagan (1989).
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government securities have been at or near zero
percent for the last year, and still the economy con-
tinues to stumble along. 

The Federal Reserve, along with almost all
other central banks, conducts monetary policy by
adjusting its target for the interest rate on short-
term interbank borrowing, known in the United
States as the federal funds rate.  The Fed calls this
target the intended federal funds rate.  What the
Fed tries to do is to mimic, in broad outline, how
the federal funds rate would fluctuate if the Fed
could set the rate of inflation directly, or through
some other policy tool such as money growth.  If
the Fed fails to adjust the intended federal funds
rate appropriately, it will fail in its mission to
achieve low and steady inflation.

When the Fed raises the intended federal funds
rate, other interest rates typically follow.  In fact,
other rates not infrequently lead the intended rate, 
as the market anticipates what the Fed is going to 
do.  Almost everyone who has borrowed funds 
using short-maturity loans—and, therefore, expects
to pay higher rates on those borrowings in the
future—everyone in the process of borrowing funds,
and everyone thinking about borrowing in the future
feels hurt by the increase in interest rates.  And since
almost everyone in the country either has borrowed,
is in the process of borrowing, or expects to borrow
in the future, this means that there is almost univer-
sal pain whenever interest rates rise.

But what is the choice?  If interest rates don’t rise
in a timely fashion, then sooner or later inflation will
begin to rise.  When that happens, investors will put
additional upward pressure on interest rates, to pro-
tect their capital from being eroded by inflation.  So,
a central bank that delays raising rates does not, in
the end, avoid rate increases, but, instead, imposes
both higher inflation and, eventually, even higher
interest rates on society.

Because the lessons that flow from procrastina-
tion in monetary policy were learned so painfully
during the 1970s, and because Fed policy has been
so successful since 1982, when the inflation of the
1970s was finally conquered, complaints about
periods during which interest rates rise have been
relatively muted.  Still, when interest rates rise,
farmers, agricultural implement manufacturers and
dealers, and other related businesses often com-
plain.  So also do home builders, whose industry is
especially interest-sensitive, car manufacturers and
dealers, and many others.  And while the Federal
Open Market Committee (FOMC) takes these con-

siderations into account during its deliberations, at
the end of the day policy must be made on what is
best for the country as a whole.

Sometimes, to push this reasoning further, the
argument is a bit different.  When agriculture, or
any other industry, is going through a difficult peri-
od, pleas for assistance are understandable.  Why
can’t the Fed lower interest rates to help in such
situations?  For example, when the Asian economic
crisis hit in mid-1997, U.S. agricultural exports
were especially hard hit.  The crisis deepened in
mid-1998 with the Russian default.  The Fed did
lower interest rates in the fall of 1998, to prevent
the financial disruption from spilling over to affect
the stability of the U.S. economy.  As financial con-
ditions returned to normal last year, the Fed raised
the intended fed funds rate, and market rates rose
as well.  But the effects of the Asian problems on
the farm economy lingered, and continue to linger
to this day.  In 1999, exports of agricultural com-
modities in nominal terms declined for the third
year in a row, and were down 20 percent from their
1996 peak of $60.4 billion. 

Now, we’re not suggesting that Fed policy should
be unaccountable.  Indeed, Fed policy should be
examined and reexamined continuously in vigorous
public debate, and it is.  The Fed needs to defend
and explain its policy decisions, and all senior
Federal Reserve officials contribute to that process
in innumerable ways.

Many people do not understand, however,  that
as powerful as monetary policy is, a central bank
has essentially only one policy instrument.  I like
to think of that instrument as the rate of money
growth—or, more generally, the provision of liquid-
ity to the economy—over the long run.  In the
short run, the Fed implements its control over the
growth of liquidity by setting the intended federal
funds rate.  With only one policy instrument, the
central bank can at best achieve only one policy
objective.15 That objective is a low and stable rate
of inflation.  If the Fed tries to pursue other objec-
tives, it may lose control over the rate of inflation.

Our experience during the 1970s drove home
with stark clarity the consequences of losing control
over the rate of inflation.  The economy suffered
from high and unstable interest rates, rapid swings 
in the international value of the dollar and increased
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instability of employment and output.  The reces-
sions of 1973-75 and 1981-82 were among the most
severe downturns in U.S. history.  The instabilities of
this period added to the burdens suffered by agricul-
ture, homebuilders, and other industries.

The U.S. economy is dynamic and rapidly
changing.  At any given time, certain industrial 
and geographic sectors are bound to lag the overall
economy, while others do better than the overall
economy.  Monetary policy can do little to help the
lagging sectors—there are no policy instruments at
the Fed’s disposal that have sector-specific effects.
With respect to agriculture, in particular, economic
research generally shows that monetary policy actions
have no significant effects on relative agricultural
prices.16 The Fed’s responsibility is to maintain low
and stable inflation and—to the extent possible within
this basic objective—to smooth temporary distur-
bances.

A FINAL WORD
The main message of this article is simple:  U.S.

agriculture is a spectacular success story of high pro-
ductivity growth maintained over an amazingly long
period of time.  Most U.S. success stories can be char-
acterized as enjoying a period of rapid growth and
innovation followed in a relatively few years by a
mature stage of slow growth.  Think of railroads, 
automobiles, and steel.  U.S. agriculture, on the other
hand, is characterized even today by exciting gains 
in productivity; yet, it is not a mature industry.  Never-
theless, the industry today suffers from the same prob-
lems it has always suffered from: droughts, locusts,
and market disruptions.  It is a risky enterprise, and
anyone who really understands the economies of
agriculture can only have great respect for those who
cope and prosper in this business.

The contribution monetary policy can make 
to agriculture is quite simple:  to maintain low and
steady inflation.  Farmers, ranchers, and policymak-
ers of all stripes should not underestimate the impor-
tance of agriculture to a stable overall U.S. economy.
Low inflation, stable inflation expectations, relatively
low interest rates on the average, high, and stable
employment, all contribute to stability of the agricul-
tural economy.  The reality is that the fundamental
economic forces controlling the destiny of agricul-
ture—high productivity growth, the hazards of nature,
the low price and income elasticities of demand, and
the instability of conditions in important export mar-

kets—are things that the Fed can do nothing about.
But the Fed can help to maintain a stable domestic
economy.  If the Fed can continue to be successful in
tempering that important historical source of insta-
bility to U.S. agriculture, it will have done its job well.
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Nationwide Branch
Banking and the
Presence of Large
Banks in Rural Areas 
R. Alton Gilbert

Government restrictions on the rights of banks
to open branches and establish offices across

state lines have been relaxed throughout the nation
since the early 1980s.  During the 1980s and early
1990s, many states relaxed controls over branch-
ing by banks located within their borders, and
almost all of them permitted some form of region-
al interstate banking through acquisitions of banks
by holding companies (Berger, et al, 1995, pp. 
188-89).  Federal legislation enacted in 1994, the
Riegle-Neal Interstate Banking and Branching
Efficiency Act, permitted bank holding companies
to buy banks located throughout the nation begin-
ning in the fall of 1995, and permitted nationwide
branching as of June 1997.1

This article examines the extent to which large
banking organizations have expanded their presence
in rural areas during this period of relaxation in con-
straints on multioffice banking (acquisitions of banks
by holding companies and branching by banks).  The
effects of these changes in banking regulations on rural
areas may be different from the effects on urban areas.
Large banking organizations may have bypassed rural
areas in their attempts to grow rapidly by buying
urban banks.  There is reason to believe, however,
that nationwide branch banking eventually will lead
to a major presence of large banks in rural areas
throughout the nation.  During the early 1980s, prior
to regional or national interstate banking, the presence
of large banking organizations in rural areas depended
on state branching restrictions (Gilbert, 1997).  Large
banks were the major organizations in the rural coun-
ties of the states that permitted statewide branching.
In contrast, large organizations had much more lim-
ited roles in the rural areas of states that had placed
more restrictions on bank branching.  Large organi-
zations had the interest and ability to be major
participants in the rural banking markets of the

states that had given banks the greatest freedom to
expand through branching. 

Some people have expressed concern that a
greater presence of large banks in rural areas might
have adverse effects on rural communities, by reducing
the supply of credit to rural residents (Neff and Ellinger,
1996; and Featherstone, 1996).  For this reason, it is
important to understand the extent to which large
banks have increased their presence in rural areas.
In evaluating the implications of these trends for
rural communities, however, it also is important to
consider reasons why the entry of large banking
organizations may have positive effects on rural
communities.  The next section surveys the studies
that have implications for the effects of entry by
large banking organizations on rural communities.
The following sections present the data on the pres-
ence of large organizations in rural areas. 

POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF LARGE BANK-
ING ORGANIZATIONS ON RURAL
BANKING MARKETS

There has long been a populist notion in the
United States that banking consolidation is a threat to
the viability of small businesses, including rural small
businesses.  This view is based on several assumptions
about the financing of small businesses and the lending
behavior of large banks.  Credit from banks is assumed
to be more important for small businesses than for
large businesses, since large businesses can raise
funds directly in the financial markets.  In addition,
small businesses are assumed to get their financial
services from banks with offices located in their
communities.  Finally, large banks are assumed to
use the funds they raise through their rural branches
to invest outside of rural areas.

1 The Riegle-Neal Act gave each state the right to opt out of nationwide
branch banking within a limited period of time.  The states were not
permitted to opt out of nationwide interstate banking through acquisi-
tions of banks by bank holding companies.  As of September 1995,
bank holding companies located throughout the United States could
enter any other state by buying banks or other holding companies.  If
a state opted out of nationwide branch banking, the banks purchased
by out-of-state holding companies could not be converted to branches
of banks headquartered in other states.  Only Texas and Montana
chose to opt out of nationwide branch banking.  In 1999, the state of
Texas enacted legislation that effectively reversed its earlier action to
opt out of nationwide branch banking.
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There are reasons to believe, however, that the
residents of rural communities actually benefit when
large banks enter their communities.  Relaxation of
branching restrictions that had constrained expansion
by large organizations may increase the availability
of banking offices in rural areas.  A larger banking
organization can provide a wider range of financial
services, and large banks can make loans that would
exceed the lending limits of the small, locally owned
banks.  Large banks may operate more efficiently
than the small, locally owned banks located in rural
communities, and they may stimulate competition in
rural areas when they acquire existing banks or open
new offices.  Finally, entry by large banking organiza-
tions may make rural communities less vulnerable to
disruption in economic activity resulting from failure
by small, locally owned banks. 

Studies of Lending by Large Banks 
to Small Businesses

Some of the assumptions that underlie the pop-
ulist notion about the adverse effects of large banks
on small businesses are supported by evidence. Bank
credit is more important for small businesses than
for larger businesses (Berger and Udell, 1998).
Surveys indicate that most small firms get their
banking services from banks with offices located in
their own communities (Cole and Wolken, 1995;
Cole, Wolken, and Woodburn, 1996; and Elliehausen
and Wolken, 1990).  While the results of these surveys
do not rule out the possibility that small firms could
have obtained financial services from other firms
located in more distant cities, the results are consis-
tent with the view that small firms tend to be dependent
on local banks for financial services.  Small businesses
located in rural areas that are dependent on local
banks for financing tend to have fewer options than
small firms located in urban areas because rural
areas, with their relatively low population density,
tend to have relatively few banks.

The remaining assumption involves the lending
by large banks to small businesses.  Recently, there
have been many studies of this issue, which are sum-
marized by Berger, Demsetz, and Strahan (1999).
These studies do not yield a clear conclusion about
the effects of banking-industry consolidation on the
access of small businesses to credit.  One recent
study illustrates some of the challenges involved in
quantifying the effects of banking consolidation on
the access of small businesses to credit.  Berger, et al,
(1998) identified “huge” banks as those with total

assets over $10 billion.  They found that while acqui-
sitions of relatively small banks by huge banks reduced
lending to small businesses, these effects tended to
be offset by increases in lending to small businesses
by other banks with offices in the market areas where
the merging banks also had their offices.  Thus, banks
not involved in the consolidations tended to increase
their lending to small businesses, offsetting the direct
negative effects of the consolidations on small busi-
ness lending. 

Most studies of banking consolidation and lending
to small businesses use banking data.  Jayartne and
Wolken (1999), in contrast, used data from a survey
of small firms.  They found that various measures of
the access of small firms to credit were not correlated
with the share of banking assets in their communities
at small banks.  Their results tend to undermine the
conclusion that banking consolidation will restrict
access to credit for small firms.

Only a few studies in this literature focus on rural
areas.  Keeton (1996) found some evidence that acqui-
sitions of rural banks by out-of-state organizations
tended to reduce their lending to small businesses.
Lawrence and Klugman (1991) found only one signif-
icant effect of the acquisition of rural banks by out-
of-state banking organizations: a rise in the ratio of
loans to deposits at the acquired rural banks.  Lawrence
and Klugman suggested that these increases in loan-
to-deposit ratios reflected loans originated by other
subsidiaries of the banking organizations that were
placed on the books of their newly acquired rural
bank subsidiaries. 

Gilbert and Belongia (1988) found that among
banks located in rural areas, lending to farmers as a
percentage of their total loans was related inversely
to the size of their parent organizations.  They inter-
preted these results as evidence that the opportunities
for rural banks to diversify their loan portfolios by
industry were positively related to the size of their
parent organizations.  Investment options of locally
owned banks tended to be limited to loans to local
firms and securities, whereas the rural banks that
were subsidiaries of large organizations could partici-
pate in loans originated by their affiliates located in
other areas.

The results in Gilbert and Belongia (1988) could
be interpreted as indicating that banking consolida-
tion will tend to restrict the access of farmers to credit
from banks.  The results in Featherstone (1996), how-
ever, do not support this conclusion.  He found that,
on average, rural banks did not reduce the percentages
of their loans invested in agriculture during periods
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of three years after larger banks acquired them.  He
found a positive association between the agricultural
loan ratios of the acquired banks and the acquiring
banks.  The relatively large banks that specialized in
agricultural lending sought smaller banks to acquire
that also specialized in the same industry.

Branching Restrictions and the Availability 
of Banking Offices

Several studies have examined the association
between branching restrictions and the availability of
banking offices in rural areas.  Calomiris (1993) pre-
sented historic evidence that state laws permitting
branching facilitated access to banking services by
residents in areas far from large cities.  Evanoff (1988),
who summarized several of the early studies, estimated
the determinants of the number of banking offices
per square mile in rural counties and metropolitan
areas.  Evanoff found that permission for limited
branching increased the number of banking offices
per square mile in rural areas, relative to unit-banking
restrictions.  Statewide branching, in contrast, did not
increase the number of banking offices per square mile
in rural areas.  Gunther (1997) found that relaxation
of branching restrictions increased the availability of
banking services for rural residents. 

Banking Structure and Local Economic Growth
One recent study examined the direct effects of

bank consolidation on regional economic growth,
rather than inferring economic effects from the influ-
ence of bank consolidation on lending to small firms.
Jayartne and Strahan (1996) found that growth of
income at the state level tended to increase when states
relaxed the branching laws for banks within their
borders.  They argued that liberalizing branching reg-
ulations stimulated state economic growth by giving
the banking industry greater freedom to direct credit
to the borrowers who could put it to the best use.

The results reported by Jayartne and Strahan do
not have clear implications for the effects of branching
restrictions on rural economic growth, since their study
estimated the determinants of economic growth at the
state level.  One of their conclusions, however, has
implications for the mechanism through which
relaxation of branching restrictions might stimulate
economic growth in rural communities.  They con-
cluded that the positive effect of relaxing branching
restrictions on state economic growth did not depend
entirely on the amount of lending, but rather upon

the efficiency of banks in allocating credit to the bor-
rowers who could use the funds the most productively.
It is possible that large banking organizations could
stimulate economic growth in rural areas by reallo-
cating credit to the borrowers in rural areas who could
use the funds most productively.  The historic infor-
mation in Calomiris (1993) also is relevant for the
effects of branch banking on rural economic growth;
he found that branch banking facilitated the financial
integration of the United States.

Another aspect of bank structure and local
economic growth involves the adverse effects of fail-
ures by small, locally owned banks on economic
activity in rural areas.  Restrictions on multioffice
banking (the ownership of banks by holding compa-
nies and bank branching) tend to create a banking
industry in which rural residents are served by small,
locally owned banks, which cannot diversify their
risk geographically.  The residents of rural areas in
states with such restrictions on multioffice banking
tend to rely on the small, locally owned banks for
financial services.  There is evidence that failures of
small, locally owned banks tend to have adverse
effects on economic activity in rural communities
(Gilbert and Kochin, 1989).

The literature on the effects of entry by large
banking organizations into rural banking markets
does not attempt to determine whether the offices of
large banking organizations operate more efficiently
than the small, rural banks with which they compete.
In addition, these studies do not examine the effects
of entry by large organizations on the competitive
behavior of rural banks.  

MEASURING THE PRESENCE OF 
LARGE BANKING ORGANIZATIONS 
IN RURAL AREAS

Some definitions are necessary.  First, what 
is a rural area?  This article identifies rural areas 
as the counties outside of metropolitan areas as 
of June 1998.  Identifying the same group of coun-
ties as rural areas over time avoids a possible
distortion of the data: changes in measures of the
presence of large banking organizations in rural
areas that reflect changes in the counties classified
as rural. 

Next, what do we mean by a banking organization?
A bank that is not a subsidiary of a holding company
is classified as a separate organization.  If a bank is a
subsidiary of a holding company, the holding company
is the banking organization. 
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Having defined banking organizations, a related
issue involves identifying large organizations.  The
criteria for identifying large organizations are derived
from the recent studies discussed above that
examine the effects of banking consolidation on
small-business lending.  In these studies, the size of
the large organizations ranges from $3 billion or
more in total assets up to $10 billion or more.  This
article uses two criteria for identifying large banking
organizations: those with total deposits of $5 billion
or more and those with total deposits of $10 billion
or more as of June 1998.  A third group also includes
smaller, regional organizations: those with total
deposits of $1 billion or more as of June 1998.  This
third group of regional organizations is useful for this
study because large organizations have tended to
acquire offices in rural areas by acquiring smaller,
regional organizations that already had established
their networks of offices in rural areas.  In tracing the
movement of large organizations into rural areas
during recent years, therefore, it is helpful to trace
the movement of regional organizations into rural
areas during earlier years. 

This study measures the size of banking organi-
zations in terms of deposits because all of the data
are derived from the Summary of Deposits, which
are limited to deposit liabilities.  For some of the
years covered by this study, there are technical prob-
lems in linking the data from the Summary of
Deposits to that of the call reports, which include
data on the total assets of banks. 

The critical levels of total deposits for identifying
regional and large organizations are indexed over
time to account for growth of total deposits at
commercial banks.  The index number equals 100
for 1998, is less than 100 for prior years, and greater
than 100 in 1999.  To illustrate the indexing of the
critical deposit levels, the deposit level in 1980 asso-
ciated with the size category of $10 billion equals:
$10 billion, times total deposits of the banking
industry in June 1980, divided by total deposits in
June 1998.

This method of indexing levels of deposits is
useful for separating the effects of growth in the total
deposits of the banking industry from the effects of
consolidation.  To illustrate, consider the following
measure of the presence of large banking institutions
in rural areas: the percentage of residents in the rural
counties of a state who resided in the counties where
large organizations had offices.  Suppose that over
time no offices were opened or closed, no offices
changed ownership among banking organizations,

the deposits of each office in the nation grew at the
same rate, and the population of each rural county
remained unchanged over time.  Under these
assumptions, there would be no changes over time
in the percentage of rural residents who lived in
areas where regional and large organizations had
offices.

The article focuses on three questions in
measuring the presence of large banking
organizations in rural areas.  First, to what extent did
the residents of rural communities live in areas served
by the offices of large organizations?  The measure
designed to answer this question is the percentage of
residents in rural areas located in counties in which
large organizations had at least one office.  In calcu-
lating this percentage, the denominator is the total
population of rural counties in a state or region, and
the numerator is the sum of the population in these
rural counties where large banking organizations
had at least one office. 

The second question: To what extent did the resi-
dents of rural communities live in areas where large
organizations were the major banks?  The measure
chosen to answer this question is the percentage of
the rural population who resided in counties in which
large organizations accounted for over half of local
deposits (the deposits at offices in the counties). The
denominator of this percentage is the total population
of rural counties in a state or region, and the numerator
is the sum of the population in these rural counties
where the share of deposits in the offices large banking
organizations exceeded 50 percent. 

This article traces changes in these measures of
the presence of large banking organizations in rural
areas by examining a series of  “snapshots” of their
offices in rural areas once each year.  The article does
not trace the series of transactions, such as buying
banks or selling individual branches, that produced
the changes in the presence of large banking organi-
zations in rural counties.  The annual snapshots of
the presence of large organizations in rural areas are
derived from the Summary of Deposits; banks report
their deposit liabilities in various categories at each
office, as of June each year.  This article uses the data
on the total deposits of each office.  The latest data
available are as of June 1999.2
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2 The measures of the presence of large banking organizations also
reflect data on the population of each rural county as of each year.
The latest data on population at the county level are as of 1998.  In
deriving measures for the presence of large banking organizations in
rural counties as of June 1999, the population of each county in 1999
is assumed to be the same as its population in 1998.
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Residents of Rural Counties Where Large
Banking Organizations Had Offices

Among people in rural counties, the percentage in counties
with at least one bank with total deposits (indexed to 1998)  

Region $1 billion $5 billion $10 billion

New England

1980 54.2 0.0 0.0

1995 97.9 82.6 82.6

1998 96.7 83.1 83.1

1999 96.7 83.1 83.1

Middle Atlantic

1980 67.9 49.3 43.2

1995 98.2 96.7 96.7

1998 98.7 96.1 93.3

1999 95.8 87.8 87.8

South Atlantic

1980 60.1 30.0 0.0

1995 88.3 85.4 80.4

1998 89.3 84.9 81.0

1999 90.0 84.2 81.0

East South Central

1980 21.7 6.9 0.0

1995 76.1 63.5 35.8

1998 79.7 68.2 65.9

1999 84.0 77.6 75.7

West South Central

1980 11.1 4.3 3.7

1995 57.1 39.8 27.6

1998 64.5 49.2 40.5

1999 68.3 50.1 50.1

East North Central

1980 42.6 26.1 6.0

1995 91.2 80.1 80.1

1998 92.3 79.4 77.2

1999 94.5 84.3 81.1

West North Central

1980 45.5 30.3 21.7

1995 66.4 53.3 39.4

1998 72.5 65.2 61.0

1999 73.3 66.4 63.3

Table 1

Residents of Rural Counties Where Large Banking Organizations Had Offices

Among people in rural counties, the percentage in counties with at least one bank with total deposits (indexed
to 1998) greater than: 

Region $1 billion $5 billion $10 billion

Pacific Northwest

1980 88.7 79.0 70.3

1995 95.1 91.8 89.2

1998 95.4 89.3 89.3

1999 95.4 89.2 89.2

Pacific Southwest

1980 79.6 59.0 54.4

1995 91.3 89.5 86.9

1998 94.7 92.5 83.2

1999 95.5 93.2 93.2

States in regions:

New England * Connecticut, *Maine, Massachusetts, 
* New Hampshire, *Rhode Island, and 
* Vermont

Middle Atlantic * New Jersey, *New York, and 
Pennsylvania

South Atlantic * Delaware, Florida, Georgia, 
* Maryland, *North Carolina, *South 

Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia

East South Central Alabama, Kentucky, Mississippi, and 
Tennessee

West South Central Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, 
and Texas

East North Central Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, and 

Wisconsin

West North Central Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, 

Nebraska, North Dakota, and 

* South Dakota

Pacific Northwest * Alaska, *Idaho, Montana, *Oregon, 

* Washington, and Wyoming

Pacific Southwest * Arizona, *California, Colorado, 

* Hawaii, *Nevada, New Mexico, 

and Utah

Note: States preceded by an asterisk permitted statewide 
branching in 1980, subject to various restrictions on 
branching in the communities where banks had 
their headquarters.
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Residents of Rural Counties Where Large
Banking Organizations Had Offices

Among people in rural counties, the percentage in counties 

Total deposits (indexed to 1998) greater than:

Region $1 billion $5 billion $10 billion

New England

1980 8.0 0.0 0.0

1995 39.4 1.5 1.5

1998 50.6 23.8 0.0

1999 50.6 27.9 0.0

Middle Atlantic

1980 24.7 1.6 1.6

1995 54.1 32.3 32.3

1998 60.3 22.4 16.8

1999 60.5 17.8 17.8

South Atlantic

1980 36.6 4.7 0.0

1995 67.4 50.7 32.2

1998 68.0 55.5 31.6

1999 68.1 54.4 32.0

East South Central

1980 5.8 0.0 0.0

1995 36.6 18.5 7.5

1998 35.9 17.6 15.1

1999 38.4 21.2 18.7

West South Central

1980 3.4 1.7 1.2

1995 12.5 3.7 2.3

1998 19.0 9.7 5.0

1999 16.9 6.8 6.5

East North Central

1980 13.1 5.8 0.4

1995 39.3 22.1 21.1

1998 43.9 20.3 19.9

1999 38.8 17.7 15.0

Residents of Rural Counties Where Large Organizations Were the Major Banks

Among people in rural counties, percentage in counties in which banking organizations in the following size ranges accounted
for at least half of local deposits

Region $1 billion $5 billion $10 billion

West North Central

1980 15.1 8.6 7.4

1995 21.2 10.0 6.7

1998 21.9 10.4 6.2

1999 21.0 9.3 4.7

Pacific Northwest

1980 69.9 47.9 13.4

1995 72.5 61.4 38.0

1998 75.4 56.3 54.9

1999 67.2 52.1 52.1

Pacific Southwest

1980 65.7 48.9 43.9

1995 69.6 59.9 48.6

1998 66.4 62.7 45.2

1999 66.7 62.3 55.9

Note: See Table 1 for the states in the nine census regions.

Table 2
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Tables 1 and 2 report the percentages used in
answering these two questions about the presence of
large banks in rural areas.  Changes in these measures
over time reflect the shifts of population among rural
counties as well as the changes in the location of the
offices of large banking organizations.  The percent-
ages were calculated again with the population of
each rural county fixed during each year at its 1980
level to determine the degree to which patterns in
these tables reflect shifts of population among rural
counties.  Freezing the population of each county at
its level as of 1980 had only small effects on the results
reported in Tables 1 and 2.  Of the 54 percentages
presented in Tables 1 and 2 for 1998, only six would
change by more than two percentage points, and only
two by more than three percentage points.  Conclusions
derived from these tables reflect changes in the 
geographic location of the offices of large banking
organizations, not shifts of population among 
rural counties.

The third question: Is the presence of large 
organizations correlated with the demographic 
characteristics of rural areas?  The article examines
whether there is an association between the popula-
tion density of rural counties and the presence of
large organizations.  If the rural offices of large orga-
nizations tend to be located in the counties with
relatively high-population density, then low-popula-
tion density would appear to be an effective barrier
to entry by large banking organizations. 

THE RESULTS
Table 1 examines trends in the percentage of

rural residents in each of the nine census regions who
lived in the rural counties where large banking orga-
nizations had offices during June of 1980, 1995, 1998,
and 1999.  The same counties are identified as rural
during each of these months: those located outside
of metropolitan areas as of June 1998.  These are
important dates in the relaxation of geographic
restrictions on multioffice banking.  In June 1980,
most states permitted some form of acquisitions of
banks by holding companies, but the holding compa-
nies were not permitted to acquire banks across state
lines.  In addition, most states did not permit banks
to branch throughout their borders.  Between 1980
and 1995, almost all states permitted some form of
interstate banking through acquisitions by holding
companies, and by June 1995, most states had
permitted statewide branching.  In addition, June
1995 represents the end of regional restrictions on

interstate banking; federal legislation permitted
nationwide interstate banking through acquisitions
by holding companies as of September 1995.  June
1998 is one year after federal legislation permitted
nationwide branch banking, and June 1999 is two
years after this major change in our nation’s banking
regulations.

Rural Residents in Areas Where Large Banking
Organizations Had Offices

Patterns in Table 1 indicate that regulations on
branch banking have been an important determinant
of the presence of large organizations in rural areas.
The states that permitted statewide branching during
1980 were concentrated on the East Coast and in the
West.  In the four regions in the central section of the
nation, only one state permitted statewide branching
during 1980 (South Dakota).  Table 1 indicates that
during 1980 the percentages of rural residents who
lived in counties with offices of large organizations
were the highest in the West and East Coast states.

Table 1 also reveals that the various regions have
become more similar since 1980 in terms of the
presence of large banking organizations in rural
counties.  During 1980, the percentages of rural resi-
dents in counties with at least one office of a large
organization (indexed to $10 billion as of 1998) were
6 percent, or less, in five of the nine census regions
and greater than 40 percent in three of the regions.  By
1999 these percentages were above 50 percent in each
region, and above 75 percent in all but two regions.

Much of the increase in the presence of regional
banking organizations (total deposits indexed to $1
billion or more) after 1980 had occurred by June 1995,
prior to the implementation of nationwide interstate
banking.  In the East South Central region, for instance,
the percentage of rural residents in counties with at
least one office of an organization with total deposits
indexed to $1 billion or more rose from 22 percent in
1980 to 76 percent in 1995.  Nationwide interstate
banking boosted this percentage to 84 percent by
1999.  In the West South Central region, this percentage
rose from 11 percent in 1980 to 57 percent in 1995,
and then to 68 percent in 1999.  Thus, much of this
spread of organizations with total deposits indexed to
$1 billion or more into rural counties occurred through
a combination of relaxation of restrictions on intrastate
branching and regional interstate banking, not nation-
wide interstate banking.

Figure 1 illustrates with maps the timing of the
spread of regional banking organizations into rural

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK of ST. LOUIS
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counties since 1980.  The areas in blue are the rural
counties with at least one office of an organization
with total deposits indexed to $1 billion or more.
These maps show a substantial expansion of the
counties marked in blue between 1980 and 1995,
but there was not as much change between 1995
and 1999.

In contrast to these results for regional organiza-
tions, nationwide interstate banking has had a large
impact on the presence of large banking organizations
in rural counties.  In the East South Central region,
for instance, the percentage of rural residents in
counties with offices of organizations with total
deposits indexed to $10 billion or more rose from
zero in 1980 to 36 percent by June 1995, and to 76
percent by June 1999.  There also was a large increase
in this percentage in the West North Central region
between 1995 and 1999.

Figure 2 illustrates the spread of the offices of
large organizations (total deposits indexed to $10 bil-
lion or more).  The large expansion of the areas
marked in blue in Figure 2 between 1995 (Figure 2b)
and 1999 (Figure 2c) reflects the acquisitions of

regional organizations by larger organizations under
nationwide interstate banking.  The large organizations
increased their ownership of offices in rural areas as
they acquired smaller, regional organizations that
had established networks of rural banking offices
prior to the fall of 1995, when federal legislation per-
mitted nationwide interstate banking. 

Rural Residents in Areas Where Large Banks
Were the Major Organizations

Have large banking organizations tended to
become the major banking organizations in the rural
counties where they have acquired offices in recent
years?  Or do smaller banks continue to account for
substantial shares of deposits in rural counties?  Table
2 provides some answers to these questions.  As in
Table 1, the counties identified as rural during each
year were those that were located outside of
metropolitan areas in June 1998.  As of June 1999,
the Pacific Northwest and the Pacific Southwest had
the highest concentrations of rural residents in coun-
ties where large organizations (total deposits indexed

Figure 1a

Presence of Regional Banking Organizations in Rural Counties

1980

Not Present At Least One MSA

Note:  Regional banking organizations are those with total deposits indexed to $1 billion or more 
           as of June 1998.
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to $10 billion as of 1998) accounted for half or more
of local deposits.  These regions also had the highest
percentages during 1980.  In six of the nine regions, in
contrast, less than 20 percent of rural residents lived
in counties where large organizations accounted 
for half or more of local deposits during June 1999.
Relatively small banks continue to be the major orga-
nization in most of the rural counties where large
organizations have established offices in recent years.
In some of the regions, the percentages of rural resi-
dents in counties where large organizations account
for half or more of local deposits have actually
declined since 1995.

Figure 3 presents another perspective on the role
of relatively small banking organizations in rural
counties.  In Figure 3a, rural counties are marked in
blue if the organizations with total deposits in excess
of $10 billion accounted for half or more of local
deposits during 1999.  Reflecting the patterns in
Table 2, the counties marked in blue in Figure 3a
tend to be on the east and west coasts—in the states
that had permitted statewide branching for many
years prior to 1980.  Even in the counties marked in

blue in Figure 3a, however, large organizations do not
account for all of the local deposits.  The counties
marked in blue in Figure 3b are those where large
organizations accounted for 90 percent or more of
local deposits.  The few rural counties where large
organizations had such dominant shares of local
deposits were located in the Western states.  The con-
trast between Figures 3a and 3b indicates that in
most counties where large organizations accounted for
half or more of local deposits, smaller organizations
also accounted for substantial shares of local deposits.

Population Density and the Presence of Large
Organizations in Rural Areas

The presence of large banking organizations in
rural areas may depend on the demographic charac-
teristics of the rural areas.  This article focuses on the
differences among rural counties in their population
density.  Some rural areas have population density
close to that of counties in metropolitan areas,
whereas other rural counties have much lower 
population density.  If large banking organizations

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK of ST. LOUIS
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1995

Not Present At Least One MSA

Note:  Regional banking organizations are those with total deposits indexed to $1 billion or more 
           as of June 1998.
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concentrate their offices in the rural counties with
relatively high population density—where they can
serve relatively large numbers of customers from each
office—the many rural counties with lower population
density would be relatively isolated from the effects
of competition from large banking organizations. 

Tables 3 and 4 indicate that the association
between population density and the presence of
large banking organizations depends on how long
the states have permitted statewide branching.  In the
rural counties of states that prohibited statewide
branching during 1980, large organizations have
established offices and have become the major
banking organizations primarily in the rural counties
with relatively high population density.  Table 3 indi-
cates that in these states, large organizations (total
deposits in excess of $10 billion) had offices in 95
percent of the counties with population over 100 
per square mile during 1999, but had offices in only
27 percent of the counties with population density
below 25.  Table 4 indicates that in the states that
prohibited statewide branching in 1980, the rural
counties where large organizations accounted for 50

percent or more of local deposits were primarily the
counties with relatively high population density.

Large organizations have a greater presence in
the rural counties with low population density in the
states that permitted statewide branching during
1980.  The evidence in Tables 3 and 4 is consistent
with the conclusion that low population density is
not a barrier to the entry by large banking organiza-
tions into rural communities.  The presence of large
banking organizations in rural counties of the states
that prohibited statewide branching during 1980
appears to be in the process of becoming more like
that in the states that permitted statewide branching
during 1980. 

CONCLUSIONS
Economic research has not produced a consensus

on how the offices of large banking organizations
affect rural communities.  The objective of this article
is to examine patterns in the presence of large orga-
nizations in rural communities.  This information
might provide a foundation for future research.

Figure 1c

1999

Not Present At Least One MSA

Note:  Regional banking organizations are those with total deposits indexed to $1 billion or more 
           as of June 1998.
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The presence of large banking organizations in
the rural areas of a state reflects the state’s regulation
of branch banking as far back as 1980.  During 1980,
large organizations had very limited presence in the
rural counties of the states that placed the greatest
restrictions on branch banking.  Large organizations
had much more substantial presence in the rural coun-
ties of the states that permitted statewide branching.
This association between state branching restrictions
and the presence of large banks in rural areas during
1980 holds after adjusting for the differences in pop-
ulation density among rural counties.  This contrast
among the states during 1980 indicates that large
organizations had the interest and ability to compete
in rural areas where they were given permission to
establish branches throughout their states.

The relaxation of regulations about where holding
companies may buy banks and the relaxation of branch
banking regulations since 1980 have facilitated the
entry of large banking organizations into many rural
communities.  As of June 1999, most rural residents
lived in counties where large organizations had at
least one office.  The expansion of large banking

organizations in rural areas accelerated after nation-
wide interstate banking became legal under federal
legislation during the fall of 1995.  Large banking
organizations acquired offices in rural areas in recent
years by acquiring smaller, regional organizations
that had established their networks of rural banking
offices prior to federal legislation on nationwide
interstate banking.

While nationwide branch banking has facilitated
the entry of large banking organizations into many
rural communities, the large organizations have not
become the dominant banks in most of the rural
counties where they have established offices.  As of
June 1999, the rural counties where large organizations
accounted for half or more of local deposits were
located primarily in the West—where large banks
have been the major organizations in rural counties
for many years.  Outside of the western regions, most
rural residents lived in counties where large organiza-
tions accounted for less than half of local deposits.

In the states that prohibited statewide branching
during 1980, entry by large organizations has been
concentrated primarily in the rural counties with rel-

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK of ST. LOUIS

Figure 2a

Presence of Large Banking Organizations in Rural Counties

1980

Not Present At Least One MSA

Note:  Large banking organizations are those with total deposits indexed to $10 billion or more 
           as of June 1998.
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Figure 2b

1995

Not Present At Least One MSA

Note:  Large banking organizations are those with total deposits indexed to $10 billion or more 
           as of June 1998.

Figure 2c

1999

Not Present At Least One MSA

Note:  Large banking organizations are those with total deposits indexed to $10 billion or more 
           as of June 1998.
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Association Between Population Density and the Presence of Large Banking Organizations
in Rural Counties

States that permitted statewide States that did not permit statewide
branching in 1980 branching in 1980

Population Banks with total deposits (in billions of dollars) indexed to 1998 greater than:
per square
mile

$1 $5 $10 $1 $5 $10

Percent of rural counties in which large banks had at least one office.

1980

0 to 25 74.1 62.4 53.8 18.1 8.0 5.6

25 to 50 75.3 50.6 36.4 22.7 9.9 4.9

50 to 75 94.0 54.0 24.0 32.1 18.7 6.2

75 to 100 88.2 47.1 17.6 40.0 18.9 6.3

Over 100 100.0 64.5 16.1 52.3 36.9 4.5

1995

0 to 25 77.8 69.3 63.0 39.8 27.0 21.1

25 to 50 94.9 87.2 82.1 61.9 47.1 34.6

50 to 75 100.0 96.0 92.0 82.7 72.0 57.3

75 to 100 100.0 100.0 100.0 87.5 76.9 64.4

Over 100 100.0 100.0 100.0 96.7 90.9 84.3

1998

0 to 25 75.0 65.8 65.2 43.9 29.7 25.7

25 to 50 96.2 87.3 78.5 68.8 55.1 49.4

50 to 75 100.0 95.9 91.8 82.0 71.3 66.0

75 to 100 100.0 100.0 96.2 92.0 78.0 77.0

Over 100 100.0 100.0 97.4 98.4 93.8 91.5

1999

0 to 25 76.6 65.8 65.8 45.1 30.9 27.3

25 to 50 96.2 88.6 82.3 72.0 58.7 55.4

50 to 75 100.0 95.9 91.8 85.7 75.0 72.1

75 to 100 100.0 100.0 100.0 94.0 84.0 83.0

Over 100 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 94.6 94.6

Note: The following states permitted statewide branching in 1980, subject to various restrictions on branching in the communities 
where banks had their headquarters: Alaska, Arizona, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Maine, Maryland, 
Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, 
Vermont, and Washington.

Table 3
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Association Between Population Density on the Location of Rural Counties Where Large
Banking Organizations Were the Major Banks

States that permitted statewide States that did not permit statewide
branching in 1980 branching in 1980

Population  Banks with total deposits (in billions of dollars) indexed to 1998 greater than:
per square
mile

$1 $5 $10 $1 $5 $10

Percent of rural counties in which large banks had at least 50 percent of deposits.

1980

0 to 25 58.4 43.9 29.9 8.0 4.1 2.3

25 to 50 50.6 23.4 10.4 7.2 1.5 0.5

50 to 75 60.0 14.0 4.0 13.4 4.8 2.4

75 to 100 58.8 0.0 0.0 12.6 4.2 2.1

Over 100 64.5 9.7 3.2 20.7 9.0 0.0

1995

0 to 25 56.2 47.3 32.3 15.1 8.2 5.2

25 to 50 65.4 51.3 30.8 18.5 9.9 5.5

50 to 75 74.0 54.0 38.0 38.2 23.1 13.8

75 to 100 79.2 54.2 33.3 42.3 22.1 15.4

Over 100 83.8 67.6 54.1 62.0 39.7 26.4

1998

0 to 25 52.3 40.6 37.1 16.7 9.7 7.4

25 to 50 62.0 51.9 35.4 22.1 11.5 8.6

50 to 75 75.5 44.9 32.7 39.3 21.3 13.1

75 to 100 84.6 73.1 30.8 44.0 19.0 13.0

Over 100 89.7 87.2 51.3 61.2 34.9 28.7

1999

0 to 25 52.8 40.6 39.1 16.0 8.7 7.7

25 to 50 63.3 51.9 39.2 23.9 11.5 9.0

50 to 75 71.4 46.9 32.7 39.8 20.1 14.3

75 to 100 84.6 73.1 34.6 39.0 13.0 6.0

Over 100 87.2 87.2 51.3 58.9 37.2 31.0

Note: See Table 3 for the list of states that permitted statewide branching in 1980.

Table 4
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Figure 3a

Rural Counties Where Large Banks Were the Major Organizations 
in June 1999

Large Organizations Accounted for 50 Percent or More of Local Deposits

Less than 50% of Deposits More than 50% of Deposits MSA

Note:  Large banking organizations are those with total deposits indexed to $10 billion or more 
           as of June 1998.

Figure 3b

Large Organizations Accounted for 90 Percent or More of Local Deposits

Less than 90% of Deposits More than 90% of Deposits MSA

Note:  Large banking organizations are those with total deposits indexed to $10 billion or more 
           as of June 1998.
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atively high population density.  If we focused on these
states alone, we might conclude that low population
density is an effective barrier to entry by large orga-
nizations.  In the states that permitted statewide
branching as early as 1980, however, the association
between the presence of large organizations and
population density is much less pronounced.  This
contrast indicates that the entry of large organizations
into rural areas is still in transition in the states that
liberalized branching restrictions more recently.  Over
time, we can expect the association between population
density and the presence of large banking organiza-
tions in rural communities to become less pronounced
in the states that liberalized their branching regulations
more recently.  For small, locally owned banks in
rural areas, low population density is not an effective
barrier to the entry by large banking organizations
into their communities.
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Bank Competition
and Concentration:
Do Credit Unions 
Matter?

William R. Emmons and
Frank A. Schmid

Competition between banks and credit unions 
is interesting, in part, because it entails a for-

profit sector (commercial banks) competing with
a not-for-profit sector (credit unions).  In addition,
the distribution of market shares across financial
intermediaries with different clienteles, service
offerings, and cost structures may have implica-
tions for overall financial-sector efficiency.  This
article examines annual county-level observations
of the concentration of commercial-bank deposit-
market shares and household participation in
occupational credit unions for the period between
1989 and 1996.  We find empirical evidence that
banks and credit unions directly affect each other’s
competitive positions in local deposit markets.

Previous research (Emmons and Schmid, 1999a)
finds a link between the concentration of local com-
mercial-bank deposit shares (as measured by the
Herfindahl index) and indicators of credit-union
efficiency (wage expense) and risk-taking (loan-loss
allowances).1 In addition, higher commercial-bank
deposit concentration is associated with higher
household participation rates—the fraction of those
who are eligible and who choose to join—at credit
unions (Emmons and Schmid, 1999b).  Thus, com-
petitive conditions among banks appear to influence
the behavior of credit unions and their potential
members.  It has not been clear, however, whether
the effects also run in the other direction—that is,
whether credit unions affect the structure of local
deposit markets that are dominated by commercial
banks and thrifts.

The purpose of this article is to investigate the
two-way interaction between banks and credit unions
in local markets.  Emmons and Schmid (2000)

develop and analyze a dynamic model of spatial
competition between banks and credit unions.
There is no consensus in the literature about how
best to model competition in financial services, so
the model in that study provides a framework for
making comparisons with other work.  In this anal-
ysis, we provide a brief overview of the model in our
working paper and provide empirical results from
estimations of response functions of the local com-
mercial-banking sector and of households (who
comprise the credit unions).

CREDIT UNIONS AND 
COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS OF 
LOCAL BANKING MARKETS

There is a large and growing literature that
investigates competition among banks (for exam-
ple, see Berger, Demsetz, and Strahan, 1999; Amel
and Hannan, 1998; or Prager and Hannan, 1998).
Much less research focuses on the interactions
between credit unions (or thrift institutions) and
banks (Hannan and Liang, 1995).  This section
briefly discusses the bank-competition literature
and asks whether credit unions are important for
banking competition.

Banking Market Concentration,
Prices, and Profits

Mergers among depository institutions and
steady expansion of credit unions have been two
hallmarks of the U.S. financial landscape in the
1980s and 1990s, but simply acknowledging these
trends is not sufficient to characterize the evolution
of competitive conditions in local deposit markets.
The number of commercial-bank charters in exis-
tence has declined by between 3 and 5 percent annu-
ally since 1988, resulting in a nine-year (1988-97)
cumulative disappearance of 33 percent of all bank
charters (Berger, Demsetz, and Strahan, 1999, Tables
1 and 2).  Mergers accounted for about 84 percent
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1 A Herfindahl index is the sum of squared market shares, ranging be-
tween zero and one.  In the hypothetical case of perfect competition
in which no competitor has more than a negligible market share, the
Herfindahl index is marginally above zero.  In the monopoly case, the
Herfindahl index takes on its maximum value of one.
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of disappearances and failures for 16 percent.
Deposit-market concentration, however, actually
declined slightly during this period.  Average com-
mercial-bank deposit Herfindahl indexes in metro-
politan statistical areas fell from 0.2020 to 0.1949,
and those in nonmetropolitan counties fell from
0.4316 to 0.4114 (Berger, Demsetz, and Strahan,
1999, Table 1).  Meanwhile, credit-union member-
ship grew more than 38 percent in the decade
ending in 1996, while the country’s population
grew about 10 percent (U.S. Treasury, 1997, p. 24).

Does market concentration matter for prices
and profits?  In a non-banking context, Tirole notes
that, “Most cross-sectional analyses find a weak
but statistically significant link between concentra-
tion and profitability (1988, p. 222).”  With regard
to banking markets, Gilbert (1984) concluded in an
early review of the empirical literature that the eco-
nomic significance of market concentration by banks
before deregulation was very difficult to assess, not
least because of the poor quality of much of the
empirical research.  More recently, Shaffer (1992)
summarized the (lack of) current consensus by stat-
ing that the degree to which banking market struc-
ture matters for competition and performance is “a
hotly debated topic.”

The predominant empirical approach to banking
competition during the last several decades has
been the so-called SCP (Structure-Conduct-Perfor-
mance) paradigm.  The SCP approach remains the
dominant approach in the regulatory analysis of
antitrust issues in banking (Kwast, Starr-McCluer,
and Wolken, 1997).  This approach presumes that
measures of banking market structure, including
measures of market concentration, are good indi-
cators of the intensity of competition that occurs
(“conduct”) (Scherer and Ross, 1990, pp. 4-7).  The
intensity of competition influences the price for
financial services, which are, in turn, assumed to
determine firms’ profits (“performance”).  In a nut-
shell, the higher the concentration in the local bank-
ing market, the higher the prices are for financial
services, and consequently the higher the banks’
profits.  The policy implication is that higher market
concentration is associated with lower social welfare
and, therefore, higher concentration is undesir-
able.  However, the sources of differential levels of
market concentration are left unexplained.

Numerous banking studies demonstrate statis-
tical relationships that are consistent with some
aspects of the SCP paradigm, at least in a static
context (Berger and Hannan, 1989; Neumark and

Sharpe, 1992; Hannan, 1997; Prager and Hannan,
1998; Amel and Hannan, 1998).  On the other
hand, some evidence is inconsistent with the pre-
dictions of this framework (Shaffer, 1989).  More-
over, some of the evidence that is consistent with
the predictions of the SCP paradigm is subject to a
different interpretation.  For example, the link
between market structure and profitability may be
spurious in the sense that an important variable is
omitted.  Some firms may have large market shares
simply because their costs are lower than those of
their competitors (Demsetz, 1973; Berger, 1995).
This is a desirable outcome, not one that reduces
social welfare.

It is not the purpose of this paper to test the
SCP paradigm.  We do not observe financial-services
prices directly (corresponding to the “conduct” ele-
ment), for example, and our measure of perfor-
mance is not bank profits.  The SCP framework is
related to our theoretical model, however, so it is
useful to outline what our model has in common
with the SCP paradigm as well as to clarify those
respects in which they differ.

The SCP paradigm is predominantly an empir-
ical approach and has been applied most often
without explicit reference to a theoretical model
of competition.  Consequently, the link between
higher prices and higher profitability usually is
viewed as an empirical question.  It is precisely this
link between prices and profitability, however, that
is questionable on theoretical grounds.  Even if
higher concentration leads to higher prices for
financial services (and consequently to a decline in
demand), this does not necessarily translate into
higher bank profits.  With free entry and exit, the
zero-profit condition may hold even in a world of
oligopolistic competition.  If oligopolistic competi-
tors operate with fixed costs—a reasonable assump-
tion in most cases—then higher concentration may
coexist with higher prices without violating the
zero-profit condition.  In such a case, the higher
price would be caused by higher average costs due
to lower market output.2 Thus, while users of the
SCP paradigm typically draw the conclusion that
higher prices (caused by higher concentration) lead
to higher profitability, this conclusion is not war-
ranted on purely theoretical grounds.  It remains

2 It is important to differentiate between fixed costs and sunk costs
(Tirole, 1988, pp. 307-8).  Fixed costs that are recoverable are not
sunk and do not function as a barrier to entry.  Only sunk costs con-
fer market power.



an empirical question whether higher concentra-
tion actually leads to higher profitability—that is,
whether barriers to entry or exit matter.

Credit Unions in the Analysis of Banking
Competition:  Do They Belong?

The primary focus of bank antitrust enforce-
ment in the merger-review process carried out by
the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice
and by federal bank regulators (the Federal Reserve,
the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation) is “the
availability of banking services, including loans
and credit, to small and medium-sized businesses”
(Nanni, 1998, p. 193).  This focus on the availability
of small-business credit means that credit unions,
which serve the household sector almost exclusively,
are ignored routinely for purposes of regulatory
analysis of banking market competition.  Com-
pounding the problem of defining and measuring
the relevant market, the only comprehensive local-
market data available are annual observations of
commercial-bank and BIF-insured thrift deposits.3

Deposit data do not differentiate between commercial
and retail ownership (i.e., business and household
deposits), so comparisons of depository institutions
with different mixes of deposit customers are nec-
essarily imprecise.4

Direct empirical evidence that credit unions
matter in banking markets has been difficult to find.
Amel and Hannan (1998) conclude on the basis of
empirically estimated residual deposit supply elas-
ticities that commercial banks in alocal market
continue to be their own most relevant competitors.
That is, it does not appear that non-local or non-bank
financial institutions such as out-of-market banks,
credit unions, other thrift institutions, finance com-
panies, or providers of money-market mutual funds
are important determinants of deposit rate-setting
behavior by banks.

There is at least some indirect evidence that
credit unions matter to banks, however.  Bankers
themselves frequently complain about (possibly
unfair) competition from credit unions.5 Collectively,
banks have spent large sums of money lobbying
Congress to inhibit credit-union expansion (see
Emmons and Schmid, 1999b).  Thus, there is at
least a reasonable presumption that banks view
credit unions as competitors—actual or potential—
in at least some of their market segments, such as
the market for household deposits.

A MODEL OF BANK-CREDIT UNION
COMPETITION

The theoretical model in Emmons and Schmid
(2000) shows that an exogenous increase in com-
mercial-banking costs leads to higher bank concen-
tration (as measured by the Herfindahl index), which,
in turn, results in higher prices for the financial
services banks offer.  In response, households who
were bank customers migrate to credit unions,
increasing credit-union participation rates and
shrinking the residual household market served
by banks—an additional (endogenous) source of
higher bank concentration.  This feedback, in turn,
unleashes a continuing endogenous adjustment
process of higher bank concentration and increas-
ing credit-union participation.  If a local deposit
market is in a stable equilibrium, this adjustment
process eventually comes to a halt with both sectors
retaining positive market shares; if not, one sector
or the other is driven out completely.  Likewise, an
external shock that leads to higher participation
rates at credit unions—such as legislative changes
favorable to credit unions—unleashes the dynamic
adjustment process outlined above.  Shocks that
reduce bank concentration or credit-union partici-
pation rates initiate processes of dynamic adjust-
ment in the opposite direction.

This article presents the empirical results of
two hypotheses derived from the theoretical model
in Emmons and Schmid (2000):

Hypothesis 1:  Higher deposit-market concentra-
tion leads to higher credit-union participation.
Hypothesis 2:  An increase in credit-union
participation leads to higher deposit-market
concentration.
The following section outlines the dynamic

interactions highlighted by the model.
The Dynamic Model.  In this section, we cast

the model’s hypotheses as a pair of response func-
tions.  These response functions allow for a one-
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3 The Bank Insurance Fund (BIF) of the FDIC insures some thrift institu-
tions while other thrifts are covered by the FDIC’s Savings Association
Insurance Fund (SAIF).

4 This shortcoming of the data means that evidence of interaction be-
tween commercial banks and other types of limited-purpose depository
institutions—such as credit unions—may be obscured by the inclu-
sion of markets in which they do not compete directly.  The evidence
reported in this article, therefore, understates the true extent of credit
unions’ effects on banks and may overstate the effects of banks on
credit unions.

5 Credit unions are exempt from federal income taxes, which allows
them to operate with low costs of capital.
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period response lag by both households (who com-
prise credit unions) and commercial banks. The
first response function characterizes the behavior
of households (HH), who may join and participate
in the governance of occupational credit unions.
The second response function characterizes the
behavior of the commercial-banking sector, mem-
bers of which are governed by shareholders:

(1)                    

(2)                    ,

where rHH is the response function of households
and rCB is the response function of commercial
banks, and part and herf are the household partici-
pation rate (number joining divided by number
eligible) in occupational credit unions and the
commercial-bank Herfindahl index, respectively.

Equation 1 says that the level of household
participation in occupational credit unions reacts
with a one-period lag to the degree of concentra-
tion in the commercial-banking sector.  As described
above, the link between higher (lower) concentra-
tion and higher (lower) credit-union participation
is a higher (lower) price for financial services offered
by banks.  Equation 2 states that the concentration
of the commercial-banking sector responds with

a one-period lag to the level of household partici-
pation in credit unions.

Solution to the Dynamic Model and
Stability Conditions.  This section outlines the
solution to the dynamic model described by equa-
tions 1 and 2.  Figure 1 presents a graphical illustra-
tion of a stable equilibrium.6 In brief, an interior
equilibrium is stable if (and only if) the commercial-
bank Herfindahl-index response function, rCB, is
steeper than the participation-rate response func-
tion, rHH (as in Figure 1).  If the local financial-services
sector finds itself off the equilibrium value, M, say,
at points A or A′, an adjustment process takes the
sector back toward the equilibrium, M (see arrows).7

Comparison of Equilibria.  Exogenous shifts
in the response functions might be due to tech-
nology shocks or to changes in legislation.  For
example, the commercial-bank Herfindahl-index
response function could shift to the right (see
Figure 2).  This could occur if the banks’ fixed costs
of production increase, while all other exogenous
variables remain unchanged.  At the credit-union
participation rate prevailing under the original
equilibrium, M, the market cannot accommodate
the current number of banks if industry profits
remain zero.  To restore a situation with zero profits,
the number of banks must decline, which increases
concentration.  Higher concentration raises the
price of a unit bundle of banking services, which
leads to an increase in the credit-union participation
rate.  This corresponds to a shift of the commercial-
bank Herfindahl-index response function to the
right.  The new equilibrium is located at point M′,
which signifies higher banking-market concentra-
tion and higher credit-union participation.

Another example of an exogenous shift is an
upward movement of the participation-rate response
function (see Figure 3).  This could occur if, for
instance, the credit unions’ fixed costs of produc-
tion decrease, while all other exogenous variables
remain unchanged.  The average costs of produc-
tion for credit unions now will be lower, leading to

herf r partt
CB

t= −( )1

part r herft
HH

t= −( )1
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6 Emmons and Schmid (2000) also formally analyze the stability of the
(interior) equilibrium.

7Another possibility exists, however.  If the participation-rate response
function, rHH, is steeper than the commercial-bank Herfindahl-index
response function, rCB, the local financial-services sector will diverge
even further from the equilibrium, M.  Starting from point A, the bank-
ing sector will crowd out the credit unions completely, leading to a
participation rate part = 0.  Starting from point A′, credit unions will
drive out the banks, which leads to a participation rate part = 1. We
do not examine counties that are in these situations.

Figure 1
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a decline in the price they charge for a unit bundle
of financial services.  As a consequence, marginal
households—those that were close to joining but
had not done so—will join their credit union, in-
creasing the participation rate at the prevailing
price charged by banks (as determined by the degree
of banking-sector concentration).  Such an increase
in the credit-union participation rate corresponds
to an upward shift of the participation-rate response
function.  The new equilibrium is located at point
M′, which displays higher banking-market concen-
tration and higher credit-union participation.

The Credit Union Membership Act of 1998 may
constitute an actual example of the latter type of
shift (our sample ends in 1996, so we cannot eval-
uate this event directly).  Among other things, the
Act makes it easier for credit unions to adopt mul-
tiple-common-bond charters.  Although multiple
common bonds were not unknown before 1998,
there was some uncertainty about the legality of
these organizational forms.  In fact, a Supreme
Court ruling during early 1998 appeared to under-
mine many existing credit unions with multiple
common bonds and to eliminate the possibility 
of new ones forming.  As discussed in Emmons
and Schmid (1999b), the 1998 Act reversed the
essence of the Supreme Court decision and provided
a solid legal foundation for credit unions with mul-
tiple common bonds.  That article also investigated
the likely consequences of the law for credit-union
participation rates (for given prices charged by
banks) by simulating a theoretical model.  The
simulation results show that the multiple-common-
bond option tends to increase the fraction of
households who join occupational credit unions at
any given price charged by banks (see Emmons and
Schmid, 1999b, Table 1).8 Translating these simula-
tion results into the response- function framework
analyzed here implies that multiple-common-bond
charters shift the participation- rate response func-
tion upward.  As mentioned above, this causes
higher credit-union participation rates and higher
commercial-banking sector concentration.9

DATA AND EMPIRICAL METHODS

This section describes our data briefly and
outlines the empirical methods we employ.  An
appendix describes our data sources and variable
construction; for more details on the empirical
methodology, see Emmons and Schmid (2000).

Figure 2
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8 The regression results presented by Emmons and Schmid (1999b,
Table 5) cannot be interpreted as a positive influence of the multiple-
common-bond charters on the overall participation of (eligible)
households in occupational credit unions.  This is because the analy-
sis includes credit unions that might not exist if there were no multi-
ple-common-bond charters.

9 The regression results presented in Emmons and Schmid (1999b,
Table 6) cannot be interpreted as a positive influence of the multiple-
common-bond charter on the average operating costs of credit unions.
This is because the analysis includes credit unions for which the
operating costs of a single-common-bond charter might be prohibi-
tively costly.

Figure 3
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Data

The observations in our empirical analysis are
annual credit-union participation rates and bank
Herfindahl-index levels in individual counties (and
independent cities).  In other words, we aggregate
information about credit unions and banks to the
county level.  We use these aggregated observa-
tions to estimate the response functions specified
in the appendix of Emmons and Schmid (2000).

To construct our county-level variables, we begin
with all federally chartered and federally insured
occupational credit unions during the period 1989-96.
Community, associational, and corporate credit unions
also exist, but occupational credit unions are by far
the dominant type of retail credit union, holding
almost 85 percent of member deposits (U.S. Treasury,
1997, p. 19).  Table 1 shows the Type of Membership
(TOM) codes that applyto the occupational credit
unions in our dataset.  These include credit unions
with single and multiple common bonds.  We do
not examine community, associational, or corporate
credit unions because they are less numerous than
occupational credit unions and their members and
purposes may differ substantially.  Including these
diverse types of credit unions would make interpre-
tation of our results more difficult.

Table 2 provides a breakdown of our credit-union
dataset in each year according to the type of mem-
bership (TOM) group.  The most common type

(single and multiple-common bonds) is manufac-
turing, followed by government authorities.  The
number of credit unions covered remains fairly con-
stant at just over 5,000 during each year between
1989 and 1996, with a pooled total of 41,329, be-
fore screens are applied on the county level that
reduce this number slightly.

Table 3 summarizes the bank-concentration
measure we use, the Herfindahl index of bank
deposit shares calculated at county level, for each
of the years in our sample.  The median and mean
values of the annual county Herfindahl index levels
decline during our sample period, which is consis-
tent with the index values reported in Berger, Demsetz,
and Strahan (1999, Table 1).  The number of coun-
ties (and independent cities) for which values of the
Herfindahl index are calculated, varies slightly from
year to year because we discard counties that do
not have any banks or credit unions in a given year.

Table 4 gives an overview of the credit-union
participation rates at county level in our sample in
each of the years we examined.  As noted above,
we discarded counties in which the participation
rate was zero (i.e., there were no credit unions). 
We also discarded counties with participation rates
equal to one for econometric reasons, as discussed in
the appendix.  The range of participation rates in the
remaining counties is large, with a low of around 1
percent and a high of nearly 100 percent.  The median
and mean participation rates show a tendency to
increase until they peak during 1994 around 59
percent.  They then decline slightly, ending at values
during 1996 that are still notably higher than 1989.

We use control variables in the regression to
account for exogenous differences in the competi-
tive environment in cross section and over time.
We control for county-level differences in urban-
ization patterns by using each county’s population
density during each year as an exogenous regressor.
We also use state indicator variables in our regressions
to proxy for cross-sectional differences in state law
and regulation, and in economic activity.  We use year-
indicator variables to control for changes in economic
activity and legislation at the national level over time.
Further details are provided in the appendix.

Empirical Methods
We estimate an econometric model that pools

annual observations from 1,062 counties (and inde-
pendent cities) for the years 1989 through 1996.  The
dataset is unbalanced, which means that the number

Credit Union Type Of Membership
(TOM) Codes

TOM Code1 Type of Membership

4 Educational

5 Military

6 Federal, state, local government

10-15 Manufacturing

20-23 Services

34 Multiple group – primarily educational

35 Multiple group – primarily military

36 Multiple group – primarily federal, state,
local government

40-49 Multiple group – primarily manufacturing

50-53 Multiple group – primarily services

1National Credit Union Association (NCUA), Instruction 
No. 6010.2, July, 28, 1995.

Table 1
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of counties included is not the same during each year.
The empirical model is a system of two “seemingly
unrelated” equations, which are the response functions
we derived in the theoretical model.  These are, first,
the participation-rate response function and, second,
the Herfindahl-index response function.  Both variables
are bounded on the (0,1) interval.  We applied a logit
transformation to ensure that these variables are
unbounded, making a normal distribution of errors pos-
sible.  For more details, see Emmons and Schmid (2000).

Empirical Results
Our empirical specifications are based on the

predictions generated by the theoretical model in

Emmons and Schmid (2000) and outlined above.
Our two main sets of findings can be summarized
as follows.  First, we find strong empirical support
for the predictions of the model in Emmons and
Schmid (2000) regarding dynamic interactions
between banks and credit unions.  In particular, we
find statistically significant positive relationships
between the current credit-union participation rate
and the lagged value of the commercial-bank
sector Herfindahl index in a particular county. 
In addition, we find a strong positive relationship
between the current value of the banking-sector
Herfindahl index and the lagged value of the credit-
union participation rate in a given county.  Second,
we document shifts in both the credit-union partic-
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Descriptive Statistics for the Herfindahl Index1

Herfindahl Index Minimum Median Mean Maximum Standard Number of Observations
/Year Deviation (Counties)

1989 0.0344 0.2524 0.2707 0.9051 0.1280 1,035

1990 0.0358 0.2510 0.2699 0.8806 0.1279 1,039

1991 0.0360 0.2466 0.2661 0.8584 0.1259 1,040

1992 0.0341 0.2507 0.2654 0.8489 0.1221 1,042

1993 0.0444 0.2376 0.2611 0.8506 0.1218 1,037

1994 0.0519 0.2304 0.2572 0.8500 0.1205 1,039

1995 0.0512 0.2287 0.2532 0.8537 0.1178 1,047

1996 0.0535 0.2263 0.2519 0.8357 0.1150 1,038

1After eliminating 62 county-years for the reasons mentioned in the Appendix.

Table 3

Distribution of Credit Unions by TOM Code1

TOM Code(s) 4 5 6 10-15 20-23 34 35 36 40-49 50-53 Number of Observations
/Year (Credit Unions)

1989 326 40 410 481 126 601 948 603 848 740 5,123

1990 327 40 412 482 126 603 949 604 848 742 5,133

1991 329 39 426 484 127 620 942 614 848 745 5,174

1992 329 39 427 485 127 624 944 616 848 749 5,188

1993 331 40 429 484 128 627 952 624 851 753 5,219

1994 332 41 432 489 128 634 951 628 853 756 5,244

1995 332 41 432 489 129 637 936 621 857 757 5,231

1996 322 38 415 486 125 631 846 582 834 738 5,017

1Before eliminating 62 county-years for the reasons mentioned in the Appendix.

Table 2
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ipation rate response function (upward) and the
commercial-bank Herfindahl index response func-
tion (leftward) during our sample period (1989-96).

Model-Specification Tests
Before presenting and discussing the main

results of interest, this section reports values for
goodness-of-fit measures and results of model-
specification tests.

Explanatory Power of the Model.  We cal-
culated two sets of measures of fit for the empir-
ical model.  The first measures were an R2 and an
adjusted R2 for the system of equations, which
were 0.150 and 0.143, respectively.  The second
type of goodness-of-fit measures was a pseudo R2

and an adjusted pseudo R2 for each equation, both
of which are reported in Tables 5 and 6.  The values
for the pseudo R2 (and the adjusted pseudo R2)
for the two equations were relatively close to each
other, which indicates that the model provides
about the same amount of explanatory power for
each equation.10

We report three Wald tests in Tables 5 and 6.
They compare the full model versus alternative
specifications that exclude one set of variables at
a time: all nonconstant regressors; the set of state
indicator variables; and the set of year indicator
variables.  All Wald test values are statistically
significant.

Participation-Rate Response Function

Independent Variable Coefficient t-statistic

HERF (lagged) 2.005 22.446***

POPDENS 2.648 3 10-5 2.868***

YEAR: 1990 7.935 3 10-3 0.193

YEAR: 1991 2.300 3 10-2 0.434

YEAR: 1992 1.231 3 10-1 1.984**

YEAR: 1993 1.716 3 10-1 2.774***

YEAR: 1994 1.974 3 10-1 3.177***

YEAR: 1995 1.814 3 10-1 2.910***

YEAR: 1996 2.443 3 10-1 3.912***

CONSTANT 2.572 14.358***

Wald-test 27,679***
(nonconstant regressors)

Wald-test 448.8***
(state-indicator variables)

Wald-test 21.57***
(year-indicator variables)

Pseudo-R2 0.725

Pseudo-R2 adj. 0.723

Number of observations 8,317

**/***Significant at the 5/1-percent level (t-tests are
two-tailed).

Table 5

10A traditional R2 is not well-defined in a multiequation framework.
Therefore, we calculated a pseudo R2, which is the squared coefficient
of correlation between the dependent variable and the “predicted
value” for the independent variables (i.e., the sum of the dependent
variable and the residuals).  The adjusted pseudo R2 was obtained
from the pseudo R2 in the usual manner.

Descriptive Statistics for the County Participation Rate1

Participation Rate Minimum Median Mean Maximum Standard
/Year Deviation

1989 0.0423 0.5600 0.5696 0.9997 0.1913

1990 0.0119 0.5567 0.5733 0.9959 0.1928

1991 0.0411 0.5623 0.5726 0.9974 0.1908

1992 0.0246 0.5787 0.5846 0.9964 0.1915

1993 0.0375 0.5893 0.5937 0.9985 0.1895

1994 0.0602 0.5897 0.5909 0.9998 0.1881

1995 0.0367 0.5833 0.5824 0.9983 0.1889

1996 0.0330 0.5776 0.5822 0.9987 0.1859

1After eliminating 62 county-years for the reasons mentioned in the Appendix.

Table 4
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Test for Stability.  The dynamic model of
competition between banks and credit unions rests
on the two response functions discussed above, equa-
tions 1 and 2, that relate current-period behavior
to lagged indicators of the other sector’s behavior.
We used the delta method (Greene, 1997) to test
the equilibrium condition for our second-order dif-
ference equation, a stability condition.  The value
of this test under the hypothesis—that the two
response functions have the same slope—was
-9.59, which is statistically different from zero at
the 1-percent level.

Participation-Rate Response Function.
Table 5 presents the participation-rate response
function results.  As predicted, for given values of
the control variables, credit-union participation
rates are significantly higher in local banking mar-
kets that have more concentrated banking sectors
in the previous year.  Taking into account the logit
transformation that was performed on both vari-
ables, it appears that an increase in the commer-
cial-bank Herfindahl index of 0.01 increases the
credit-union participation rate in a county by 0.0100.

The results for the control variables used in
the estimation also are interesting.  Table 5 shows
that participation rates are higher in counties with
higher population densities.  This indicates that
urban and suburban areas have proportionately
more credit-union members than rural areas have
on average.  It also means that credit-union partici-
pation tends to be associated with higher average
per-capita income levels because metropolitan
areas generally have higher average per-capita
incomes than rural areas.  As the year indicator
variables show, participation rates generally in-
creased during our sample period, holding bank-
ing market structure and population densities con-
stant (subsequent years are measured against the
baseline of 1989).  This also constitutes evidence
that credit unions are becoming more important
competitors in the retail (i.e., household) finan-
cial-services market.  A set of state indicator
variables was used in the regressions that are 
not reported here.

Herfindahl-Index Response Function.
Table 6 presents the Herfindahl-index response
function results.  As the model in Emmons and
Schmid (2000) predicts, for given values of the con-
trol variables, concentration in the commercial-
banking sector increases if the corresponding
county has shown an increase in the credit-union
participation rate during the previous year.  Banks

respond to losses in market shares with consolida-
tion (for example, in-market mergers that result in
the closing of branches), or simply with exit (for
example, bank failures).  Taking into account the
logit transformation of the variables, we find that
an increase in a county’s credit-union participation
rate by 0.01 increases the Herfindahl index in the
county by 0.0035.  Thus, our evidence is consistent
with the notion that credit unions are important
competitors in the retail financial-services market
in many localities.

Parameter estimates for the control variables
given in Table 6 are consistent with findings from
other studies of local banking markets.  We find
that bank concentration is significantly lower in
more densely populated counties, as is well known
from previous research.  For example, the average
Herfindahl index in Metropolitan Statistical Areas
(MSA) was 0.1949 in 1997, while it was 0.4114 in
non-metropolitan areas (Berger, Demsetz, and
Strahan, 1999, Table 1).  We also identify a signifi-
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Herfindahl-Index Response Function

Independent Variable Coefficient t-statistic

PART (lagged) 3.428 3 10-5 19.072***

POPDENS -1.827 3 10-5 -4.216***

YEAR: 1990 1.762 3 10-2 1.000

YEAR: 1991 -5.196 3 10-3 -0.224

YEAR: 1992 -2.196 3 10-3 -0.081

YEAR: 1993 -4.058 3 10-2 -1.491

YEAR: 1994 -7.905 3 10-2 -2.922***

YEAR: 1995 -9.305 3 10-2 -3.476***

YEAR: 1996 -8.716 3 10-2 -3.237***

CONSTANT -1.271 -19.181***

Wald-test 3,858***
(nonconstant regressors)

Wald-test 1,443***
(state-indicator variables)

Wald-test 22.86***
(year-indicator variables)

Pseudo-R2 0.860

Pseudo-R2 adj. 0.859

Number of observations 8,317

***Significant at the 1-percent level (t-tests are
two-tailed).

Table 6
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cantly declining level of local-market bank concen-
tration during our sample period after controlling
for credit-union participation rates and population
density, which is consistent with other findings as
well (Berger, Demsetz, and Strahan, 1999, Table 1).
State indicator variables were used in this equation,
too, but are not reported here.

Shifts in the Response Functions.  Tables 5
and 6 shed some light on the reaction of participa-

tion rates and commercial-bank Herfindahl index
values to changes in lagged values of the other vari-
able—i.e., movements along the response functions
—as well as movements of the response functions
themselves.  Shifts of the response functions over
time are reflected in changes in the population
density and in the year-indicator variables.  We
define an autonomous change as one that is due
to the year-indicator variables, which measure
changes relative to the base period, the year 1989.

Table 7 provides estimates of the (cumulative)
autonomous changes of the participation rate and
the Herfindahl index.  The autonomous changes in
both the credit-union participation rate and the
commercial-bank Herfindahl index were statis-
tically significant for the later years of the 1990-96
period.  After taking into account the logistic trans-
formation we performed on the dependent vari-
able, we find that participation rates increased by
0.0589 for reasons unrelated to the dynamic inter-
action of banks and credit unions or to changes in
county population densities over time.  Similarly,
county-level bank Herfindahl index levels decreased
by 0.0158 due to autonomous factors during the
period 1989-96.

We summarize the quantitative effects dis-
cussed above in Figure 4.  The figure shows the
shifts of the response functions in the directions
indicated by the data displayed in Table 7.  The orig-
inal equilibrium lies at point M.  Depending on the
relative strengths of the two shifts, the new equilib-
rium may exhibit a higher participation rate and a
lower Herfindahl index, as shown in the new equi-
librium, point M′.  This is consistent with the 1.8-
percentage-point increase actually observed in the
median county participation rate during the 1989-96
period (see Table 4) and the 2.6-percentage-point
decrease in the median county Herfindahl index
(see Table 3) during the same period.

In the case of the credit-union participation
rate, the dynamic response highlighted by the
model in Emmons and Schmid (2000) was in the
same direction as the autonomous effect, so they
reinforced each other.  In the case of the commer-
cial-bank Herfindahl index, however, the effect
from the response function worked in the opposite
direction from the autonomous changes.  There-
fore, the autonomous effect of declining values of
the commercial-bank Herfindahl index dominated
the endogenous effect of increases in the Herfindahl
index due to credit-union competition during the
period 1989-96.

Autonomous Changes in Concentration

Year Autonomous changes relative to
the median values in 1989

Participation rate Herfindahl index

1990 0.0020 0.0033

1991 0.0057 -0.0010

1992 0.0300** -0.0004

1993 0.0417*** -0.0075

1994 0.0479*** -0.0144***

1995 0.0440*** -0.0169***

1996 0.0589*** -0.0158***

**/***Significant at the 5/1-percent level in two-tailed
tests (based on Tables 5 and 6).

Table 7

Figure 4

Autonomous Changes in Participation
and Concentration

Participation
Rate (part) 1

0 1
Herfindahl
Index (herf)

Participation-Rate
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Function

Herfindahl-Index
Response
Function

M ′
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CONCLUSIONS
Credit unions are a growing part of the retail

financial landscape in the United States.  Credit-
union expansion is a controversial issue, particularly
among bank and thrift owners and managers.  The
strength of opposition by these interested parties
alone provides some indirect evidence that credit
unions are relevant competitors to banks in some
market segments of retail financial services.  This
article provides more direct evidence that is consis-
tent with the notion that credit unions and banks
compete directly.

The dynamic theoretical model of competition
between banks and credit unions in Emmons and
Schmid (2000) makes two predictions.  First, an
increase in the concentration of the commercial-
banking sector of a county in a given year will lead
to an increase in the participation rate at occupa-
tional credit unions in this county during the next
year, all else being equal.  In other words, some
households respond to increased concentration
among local banks by moving accounts to credit
unions.  Second, an increase in the rate of partici-
pation at credit unions in a given year will cause
more concentration in the commercial-banking
market of the respective county during the next
year, all else held constant.  Both theoretical predic-
tions are supported by the empirical results presented
in this article, suggesting that credit unions, indeed,
play a role in local deposit-market competition.
These results indicate that commercial banks and
credit unions are direct competitors in the local
household deposit market.
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The Dataset

We analyze a dataset comprising all federally
chartered and federally insured credit unions dur-
ing the years 1989-96.  Before eliminating some
counties for some years, due to reasons mentioned
below, the credit-union dataset comprised 41,329
observations.  The dataset was obtained from the
Report of Condition and Income for Credit Unions
(NCUA 5300, 5300S), produced by the National Credit
Union Administration (NCUA).  These reports are
issued semiannually in June and December.  We used
the December data from each year.  The business
years of the credit unions are on a calendar basis.
The flows in the December income statements
cover the entire year, whereas the stocks in the
balance sheet are end-of-year values.

We concentrate on the following Types Of
Membership (TOM) groups among occupationally
based credit unions: educational; military; federal,
state, and local government; manufacturing; and
services.  This means that we do not include com-
munity credit unions, associational credit unions,
or corporate credit unions.  Lists of TOM classifica-
tion codes are from the NCUA (Instruction No.
6010.2, July 28, 1995). 

We excluded observations for any of the
following reasons:

• Missing TOM codes

• Activity codes other than “active”

• Number of members or of potential members
not greater than one; applies to actual and to
lagged values

• Nonpositive values for total assets or lagged
total assets

• No banks operating in the respective county
(or independent city) during the year in
question or during the preceding year.

Total assets, number of members, and potential
number of members are end-of-year values.

We calculated county-specific Herfindahl
indexes as measures of concentration of the local

banking market.  A Herfindahl index is defined as
the sum of squared market shares.  We measured
market shares as the fraction of total commercial-
bank and BIF-insured thrift deposits (as of June 30)
within a county (or independent city) based on
FDIC Summary of Deposits data.  These data are
available online at ,http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/..

We used population density to control for cross-
sectional differences across counties.  Population
density was calculated by dividing the total county
population by the total land area of the county (or
independent city).  Both the county population and
land-area data were obtained from the U.S. Census
Bureau ,http://www.census.gov..  The population
data are Census Bureau estimates as of July 1 of the
corresponding year.  The land-area measurements
are from the 1990 census.

Definition of Variables
The county-specific credit-union participation

rate was calculated as a weighted average over the
participation rates of all credit unions in our dataset.
We used the number of potential members to weight
the participation rates.

The county-specific participation rates and
Herfindahl indexes, which serve as the two endoge-
nous variables, are bounded on the [0,1] and the
(0,1] intervals, respectively.  This conflicts with the
assumption of normally distributed error terms.
This is why we applied the logit transformation,
ln (y/(1 2 y)), where y is the participation rate and
the Herfindahl index, respectively, and where ln is
the natural logarithm.  To keep the econometric
results easy to interpret, we applied this transforma-
tion also to the lagged values of these two variables
that served as explanatory variables.

The logit transformation requires the values of
the variables to lie within the (0,1) interval.  Whereas
zero values for the Herfindahl index are not defined,
zero values for the participation rate can occur.
This happens when there are counties without
occupational credit unions (of the TOM codes cov-
ered by this analysis).  This poses the problem of
data truncation, for which we did not control explic-
itly. During the period 1989-96, about 64 percent
of the U.S. counties (independent cities included)
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did not have credit unions of the type we analyzed.
There was one observation of a county (FIPS 8047)
that did not have a bank during 1988 only (and
thus, we could not calculate a lagged-Herfindahl
index for 1989).

When the participation rate or the Herfindahl
index are used as dependent variables, unit values
pose the problem of data censoring (the so-called
Tobit problem).  Observations of unit values for the
Herfindahl index did not occur, but there were 34
cases of unit values for the participation rate.  We
did not control for this Tobit problem because the
number of censored observations was low.  Instead,
we eliminated these observations from the dataset.
We also eliminated two observations of unit values
for the lagged Herfindahl index and 35 cases of
unit values for the lagged participation rate because
these observations represent corner solutions.  Be-
cause there was some overlap in these 72 cases of
unit values, we only needed to eliminate 62 obser-
vations (out of a total of 8,496 county-years).

There was a total of 3,141 counties (and inde-
pendent cities) in the United States during 1996,
including 43 independent cities (40 in Virginia) and
the District of Columbia.  The corresponding number
for 1989 was 3,139 (The World Almanac and Book
of Facts, 1989, 1996).  Overall, our study covers 1,061
counties (and independent cities), which is about
34 percent of the total.  There were 117 observations
(out of a total of 8,434 county-years), for which
there was either no bank in the county (one such
observation) or no credit union during a given year
or during the preceding year.

Definitions of variables and underlying data
sources are listed below.  For data taken from the
Report of Condition and Income for Credit Unions,
produced by the National Credit Union Administra-
tion, the relevant item numbers are in brackets.

Dependent Variables. We employed two
dependent variables in the regressions:

1) Participation Rate (PARTICIPATION):  Number of
actual credit-union members [CUSA6091]
divided by the number of potential members
[CUSA6092].  In the regressions, we use the
logit transformation, ln (y/(1 2 y)).

2) Herf:  Sum of squared market shares of
commercial banks within a county based on
total bank deposits.  By definition, the
Herfindahl index is greater than zero; its max-
imum value is one.

Independent Variables. In addition to lagged
values of the dependent variables, we used three
types of control variables:

1) POPDENS:  Population Density, population per
square mile in the respective county.

2) State-indicator variables; one of the state-indi-
cator variables was eliminated.  We do not report
parameter estimates for these variables because
of their number and because we do not wish to
place any particular interpretation on them.

3) Year-indicator variables; the indicator variable
for 1989 was eliminated.
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Real Output in
Switzerland: New
Estimates for 1914-47

Felix Andrist, Richard G. Anderson, 
and Marcela M. Williams

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, macroeconomic research has become
increasingly concerned with comparisons of the

medium- and long-term behaviors of economic activity,
that is, with fluctuations in the trend growth rate and
volatility of economic activity at business-cycle fre-
quencies. Because relatively long time series of data
are essential for such research, this research agenda
has stimulated new interest in the measurement of
historical levels of economic activity, both in the United
States and Europe.1 In Europe, Switzerland would seem
to be a natural candidate for a longer-run compara-
tive analysis.  During the 20th century, Switzerland
has enjoyed remarkable political and economic sta-
bility: For example, no German-style hyperinflation
occurred there.  More recently, the Swiss National
Bank’s monetary policy has achieved enviable price
stability.  The potential for such a study, however, is
limited by breaks in the available time series data for
Switzerland.  Most important, no estimates of Swiss
gross domestic product (GDP) during 1914–47 have
been published.  This study seeks to fill that gap.

MEASURING NATIONAL OUTPUT AND
THE VOLATILITY OF BUSINESS CYCLES

In the United States, shortcomings in the
methods used to measure income and output prior
to World War II have been central to a debate as to
whether the frequency and amplitude of business
cycles have been smaller since World War II than
during either the pre-war period (before World War I)
or the interwar period (1920 to 1939).2 Prior to
Romer (1986), most macroeconomists seemed to
believe that countercyclical macroeconomic policy
had damped cyclical fluctuations during the post-

war period in the United States, relative to earlier
eras.  Romer argued that this conclusion was suspect
because the measures of gross national product
(GNP) on which it rests had been constructed almost
entirely from data on the output of industrial and
agricultural commodities.3

Although a set of national income accounts for
the United States had been proposed as early as
1840, modern measures of aggregate income and
output were not published until 1934, for nominal
data, and 1944, for real data.4 These measures of
GNP for years prior to World War II, Romer argued,
overstate the volatility of GNP because cyclical fluctu-
ations in commodity output tend to be larger than
fluctuations in other sectors of the economy.  She
compared the volatility of growth rates of industrial
production, commodity output, and GNP during the
period between 1920 and 1940, and found that the
volatility of the growth rate of industrial production
is much higher than that of commodity output,
which in turn is higher than that of GNP.  She also
concluded that including the output of the service
sectors reduces spurious volatility because service-
sector output has a different cyclical pattern than
commodity output.  

Building on Romer’s analysis, some additional
recent studies have concluded that the volatility of
U.S. GDP was approximately the same before 1929
as after 1946 (Romer, 1989; Watson, 1994).  Others
have disagreed, however.  While accepting, in
principle, the argument that GNP estimates based
almost exclusively on commodity output data may
display excess volatility, Balke and Gordon (1989)
introduce a new method to measure GNP before

1 The concepts and history of the measurement of aggregate economic
activity are reviewed in the inserts “An Overview of the Concepts of
National Output and Income” and “A Brief History of National Income
and Product Accounts.”

2 Our use of the terms pre-war, interwar, and postwar follows Romer
(1986, 1989, 1999).

3 Kuznets’ estimates of U.S. GNP for the years after 1918 are based on a
broad database that includes output of the industrial, agricultural,
government, and service sectors.  His estimates for the years prior to
1919, however, are obtained largely from commodity output data via
multiplication by a scale factor; see Kuznets (1941, 1946), Romer
(1989), and Balke and Gordon (1989).

4 See the insert “The Development of U.S. National Income Accounting”
and Bureau of Economic Analysis (2000).
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1919.  Their method, which combines available frag-
mentary data on components of GNP with related
data on indicators of the state of the economy,
supports the hypothesis that volatility before 1929
was higher than after 1946.  These controversies
regarding historical GNP measurement and volatility
are surveyed in the Journal of Economic Perspectives,
Spring 1999, especially Romer (1999).

Looking beyond the United States, other analysts
have compared pre- and post-World War II data for
European countries.  Some of these nations established
statistical agencies well before the United States, and
hence, longer time series of data are available.  Shef-
frin (1988), for example, examined data for GDP, GNP,
and industrial production in six countries: the United
Kingdom, Denmark, Sweden, Italy, Norway, and

AN OVERVIEW OF THE CONCEPTS OF
NATIONAL OUTPUT AND INCOME

In the arithmetic of national income accounting,
gross domestic product at market prices, or GDP, is a
measure of the total production that occurs within
a country.  GDP is measured by summing:

(1) The market value of the goods and services 
purchased by the consumers, firms, and 
governments within the country, plus the 
value of exported goods and services; and, 

(2) The value of intermediate products purchased
for inventory by firms, including partially 
completed products for further processing.

From this total, two items are subtracted: 

(3) All goods and services, purchased by firms, 
which were fully used up in the production 
of goods and services; and, 

(4) All imported goods and services.  

In some cases, the market prices that are
charged by government-sponsored enterprises for
goods and services differ from the prices that
would be charged by private-sector firms; if so, the
size of GDP is adjusted for the difference.

National income accounting discussions often
also define the concept of gross national product, or
GNP.1 GNP equals the sum of GDP plus the net
factor income received by domestic residents from
nonresidents.2 For Switzerland, as for other coun-
tries, such factor income includes two components:
payments received by Swiss residents from nonresi-
dents for the use of Swiss-owned capital abroad,
minus payments by Swiss residents to nonresidents
for the use in Switzerland of foreign-owned produc-

tion capital; and, labor compensation received by
residents from abroad (including the employees of
international organizations and foreign embassies
in Switzerland), minus the compensation of border
workers.3

Both GDP and GNP have net counterparts: net
domestic product, NDP, and net national product,
NNP. These net concepts are equal to their gross
counterparts minus the estimated physical wearing
out, or depreciation, of capital.  Note that deprecia-
tion in the national income accounts may differ
substantially from the so-called accelerated depre-
ciation permitted by various government tax codes.
In the national accounts, depreciation is based on
best-effort estimates of the rate at which capital
physically deteriorates.

The goods and services included in both GDP
and GNP are valued at market prices, including
taxes.  Tax revenue accrues to the government,
however, and not to households and firms.  The
concept of net national income, NNI, is equal to
NNP minus indirect (excise and sales) taxes and a
small number of similar adjustments.  As such, it
measures the income of households and firms due
to producing goods and services.

1 The United Nations system of national income accounts does not
include the production-side measure of GNP as defined in the text.
Rather, it includes an income-side measure, labeled gross national
income, or GNI.  GNI is measured by summing the factor incomes of
the same households, firms, and governments that are included in
GDP.  With allowance for indirect (excise) taxes and statistical dis-
crepancies, the GNI and GNP measures are the same.  See System of
National Accounts 1993, p. 163. 

2 Factor income is income generated by the production of goods and
services.  The compensation of workers (wages and salaries) is labor
factor income; payments received for the use of equipment, struc-
tures, or land are capital factor income.  The United Nations system
of national income accounts refers to factor income as primary
income (System of National Accounts 1993, chapter 7).

3 Border workers are residents of one nation who work routinely in
another.  For discussion, see the International Monetary Fund’s
Balance of Payments Manual (1993).
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France.  Except for France, measures of GDP or GNP are
available at least as early as 1871, although details
regarding the measurement of GDP in Norway are not
available.  For the United Kingdom, Italy, and France,

industrial production data are available as early as
1871.  Sheffrin separates the data into three intervals—
1871 to 1913, 1922 to 1938, and 1951 to 1983—and
concludes that, except for Sweden, there is little

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK of ST. LOUIS

A BRIEF HISTORY OF NATIONAL
INCOME AND PRODUCT ACCOUNTS

Like much of recorded history, the measurement
of national income began much earlier in Europe
than in the United States.  In the Middle East, as
early as 3000 BC, the Babylonians developed a
simple aggregate balance sheet of the State.1

Somewhat later, the Greeks and Romans created 
a simple system of national economic accounts 
to calculate their national government budgets.

William Petty’s (1623–87) “Political
arithmetick,” written in England in 1676 (but not
published until 1690), often is cited as the beginning
of modern economic statistics.2 Petty calculated
balance sheets for various economic groups and then
aggregated the information into a measure of national
income.  Behind his analysis lay both a general move-
ment in science away from qualitative description
toward quantitative measurement, and a need for
the government to increase tax revenues to fight
wars both within and outside England.  Of his own
analyses, Petty wrote that he was seeking to identify
for economic events, “such causes, as have visible
foundations in nature.”3 Later, during 1696 in Eng-
land, Gregory King (1648–1712) published a greatly
expanded measure, and suggested methods to fore-
cast national income.4

The French Physiocrats followed Petty, at least
chronologically.  Perhaps the most prominent among
these is Quesnay (1694–1774).  The influence of his
work on the writings of Adam Smith (1723–90)
seems clear.  During his early years, at various times,
Smith was a professor of literature, logic, and moral
philosophy.5 In his early forties, Smith became a
tutor to the son of a French duke and, during his
sojourn in France, was exposed to the writings of the
Physiocrats, including Quesnay.  Being thereafter
able to retire at a young age, Smith wrote the Wealth
of Nations.  Smith lauds Quesnay’s system in Book
IV, chapter IX, p. 642:  “This [physiocratic] system,
however, with all its imperfection, is, perhaps, the
nearest approximation to the truth that has yet been
published upon the subject of political economy.”

The modern value of the writings of the
Physiocrats long has been debated.  In his Tableau
Economique (1758), Quesnay distinguished a variety
of economic sectors and presented his analysis in
“economic tables.”  Some analysts have suggested
that this work may be interpreted as an eighteenth-
century, bare-bones, general-equilibrium model of
the economy.6 Beyond Quesnay, Laurent Lavoisier
(1743-94), the founder of modern chemistry, devel-
oped an account system that extended Quesnay’s
definition of a nation’s wealth to include other sec-
tors in addition to agriculture.  Lavoisier and other
Physiocrats also addressed questions regarding the
formation and distribution of wealth, using an
analysis of the flows of goods and income among
sectors in their models.  

During the period of liberalism in Europe—the
19th and the first two decades of the 20th century—
the theory of business cycles lost its importance.
Markets were seen as self-regulating and, hence,
national income accounting as unimportant.  In the
thinking of Say (1767-1832), who was one of the most
important liberal economists, the concept of national
income and its accounts was purely a bureaucratic
tool to allow intervention or meddling in the economy.
Economists’ attention turned to finding leading
indicators that forecast more precisely.

The period between World I and World War II
saw a resurgence of interest in national income
measurement.  Notable work includes that of Wyler
(1927) and other Swiss writers during the 1920s,
Kuznets in the United States during the 1930s, and—
perhaps most closely related to Quesnay’s tables—

1 Lurati (1993)
2 Studenski (1958) provides a detailed analysis of the work of Petty

and his contemporaries, as well as an overview of national income
estimates for many other countries.

3 This quotation of Petty is from Roncaglia (1987).
4 King’s work is described by Studenski (1958).
5 Samuelson (1976)
6 Samuelson (1982)

continued on next page
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evidence of any change in volatility between the pre-
war period, 1871 to 1913, and the post-war period,
1951 to 1983.  The data for Sweden suggest that
volatility was damped somewhat by stabilization
policy. 

MEASURING SWISS NATIONAL
INCOME AND OUTPUT 

Data scarcity has plagued all attempts to measure
Swiss aggregate production and income. As a result,
early estimates were produced by a variety of authors
for a number of separate, individual years.  Some such
estimates were measures of the economy’s income,
others were measures of its output.5 Geering and
Hotz (1902, 1910, 1914) published estimates of net
national income for 1890, 1895, 1899, 1906, and
1913, and “total production” for 1890, 1895, 1899,
and 1906.  Landmann (1916) produced an estimate
of net national income for 1913, the Swiss Federal
Tax Office (1920) published estimates of net national
income for 1915, and Schneider (1921) published an
estimate for 1919.6 Julius Wyler (1927 and 1928)
published a measure of output for 1924 that Studenski
(1958, p. 467) called “…the most comprehensive
estimate [of net national product at market prices] ever
prepared for that country.”  Mori (1928) also published
an estimate of NNP at market prices for 1924 based on
income data.  Wyler’s estimate of 8,000 million Swiss
francs was more than 20 percent larger than Mori’s
estimate of 6,600 million Swiss francs, a difference
that in large part reflects Wyler’s much higher
estimates of salary and capital income.  In several
subsequent articles, Wyler and Mori discussed the
quality of their estimates (see Zeitschrift für Statistik

und Volkswirtschaft, 1927 and 1928).  At the conclusion
of the debate, Wyler's methods were adopted for most
national income and net national product estimations.
Subsequently, at the Federal Statistical Office, Wyler
published estimates of aggregate national income (net
national product, or NNP, and net national income, or
NNI) for 1929–38 (Federal Statistical Office of Switzer-
land and Wyler, 1941).  Later, using the framework of
the 1958 OECD Manual of National Accounts, Zwingli
and Ducret (1964) produced an estimate of the econ-
omy’s output, net national product at market prices,
for 1910.7 Below, these scattered estimates provide
benchmarks for our time-series estimates of annual
GDP.  The historical data are published in Historical
Statistics of Switzerland (1996).  The sources of the
data used in this study are summarized in the
appendix to this article.

In more recent years, measures of aggregate
output and income have been produced by the Swiss
Federal Bureau of Statistics.  In 1941, the Bureau
began to publish annual estimates of output (net
national product) based on Wyler's method; these
continued until 1960.  In 1947 and 1948, the Bureau
adopted new estimation methods as proposed by the
United Nations (later to become the United Nations

R E V I E W

Leontief’s research on input-output relationships.
Mobilization for World War II accelerated national
income research in the United Kingdom and led to
the publication of the important study by James
Meade and Richard Stone, “National Income and
Expenditure,” in 1944.7 Later, Stone was instrumental
in developing the United Nations national income
accounting system, which was introduced in 1952
and subsequently revised several times.  In its 1984
award of the Nobel prize in economics to Stone, the
Royal Swedish Academy chose not to divide the award
among researchers, but rather to stress the importance

of Stone’s work in developing the national income
accounts.8 The most recent version of the United
Nations system, System of National Accounts 1993,
has been adopted by most nations and by interna-
tional organizations including the World Bank, IMF
and Eurostat.

7 The first edition of Meade and Stone was published in London 
during 1944; the fourth, and final, edition was published in 1957.
This work later was superceded by the publication of Stone and
Stone (1961) under the same title. 

8 Samuelson (1985).

continued from previous page

5 Most estimates of aggregate economic activity in Switzerland have
been calculated from the “income side” of the economy, for example,
as net national income rather than net national product. Estimates
directly based on production, rather than income, only are published
for the years 1965, 1975, 1985, and 1991-96.

6 See Statistisches Jahrbuch der Schweiz 1993.
7 Two additional estimates for net national product during 1910 are

mentioned in Historical Statistics of Switzerland (1996, p. 863).  Both
are based on smaller datasets than Zwingli and Ducret (1964).  We do
not use either in our analysis.
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System of National Income Accounts, developed in
large part by Richard Stone).8 Although some
measures of national economic activity subsequently

THE DEVELOPMENT OF U.S. NATIONAL
INCOME ACCOUNTING

Although economists have estimated the national
income of the United States for more than a century
and a half, the regular publication of data on 
aggregate economic activity is a relatively recent
phenomenon.  The earliest estimates of national
income were prepared by George Tucker (1775–
1861), for the year 1840.1 Later, Charles Spahr pub-
lished estimates for 1890, and Willford King produced
estimates for 1910.2 During the 1920s, the National
Bureau of Economic Research published a number
of studies of national income by Wesley Mitchell,
Willford King, and others.  Yet, the first modern esti-
mates of nominal aggregate production, or gross
national product, were published only in March
1942.  Constant-dollar (real) GNP measures were
first published for annual data during 1951, and for
quarterly data in 1958.

Prior to the 1930s, analyses of economic activity
most often were based on the examination of indi-
vidual data series such as the number of railcar
loadings and the production of pig iron.  The inau-
gural issue of the Survey of Current Business, for
example, dated July 1, 1921, contained approximately
500 such series; by 1931, the Survey contained
approximately 2000 series (Teper, 1971).  The inad-
equacy of this plethora of individual-series data for
macroeconomic analysis became apparent to many
analysts during the Great Contraction of 1929–32.
As a result, in 1932 the U.S. Senate adopted Resolution
220 which called for the Department of Commerce to
develop measures of the level of aggregate national
income.3 Under the direction of Simon Kuznets,
the project proceeded during 1933 in cooperation
with the National Bureau of Economic Research.
The first such measures of national income were
published in the February 1934 issue of the Survey
of Current Business.

Although the Department of Commerce and
NBER expanded their efforts in national income
accounting during the 1930s, the work largely was
confined to the income side of the economy and
sought to provide better measures of items such as

wages and profits.  Efforts to measure total produc-
tion were stimulated by the onset of World War II to
support wartime mobilization. This American expe-
rience—in which national income accounting
benefited greatly from major events such as the
Great Depression and World War II—is not unprece-
dented.  Jaszi (1971) notes that the development of
national income accounting in England during the
seventeenth century benefited from two fiscal
crises, one that occurred during the early part of
the century and another at the time of the
Industrial Revolution.

In early 1996, the Department of Commerce
introduced index-number methods to measure GDP.4

In such methods, annual and quarterly changes are
calculated using a formula that includes weights from
adjacent years.  For example, the 1997–98 annual
percentage change in real GDP is measured using
the levels of prices during 1997 and 1998 as weights,
and the 1997–98 annual percentage change in the
“price” of real GDP is measured using the quantities
of output during 1996 and 1997 as weights.  

In actual practice, data on the aggregate physical
output of various products in the economy is not
available to measure GDP.  Rather, Federal government
surveys provide data on the total current-dollar sales
of goods and services; the “real” quantities of these
goods and services are calculated by deflating the
sales data by appropriate price indexes at the most
detailed level possible.

1 Tucker, George. Progress of the United States in Population and
Wealth in Fifty Years, New York, 1843 (cited by Studenski, 1958, p.
525).  Tucker’s estimates for 1840 and later, for 1850, are discussed
by Studenski (1958), p. 129–132

2 Charles B. Spahr, An Essay on the Present Distribution of Wealth in
the United States, New York, 1896.  Willford I. King, The Wealth and
Income of the People of the United States, New York, 1915.  Both cited
by Studenski, p. 525–27.  Other important early estimates are
Willford I. King, The National Income and Its Purchasing Power,
1930, National Bureau of Economic Research, and Simon Kuznets,
National Income and Capital Formation, 1937, National Bureau of
Economic Research.

3 See Ruggles and Ruggles (1971), Jaszi (1971), and Teper (1971).
4 Bureau of Economic Analysis (1996).

8 The most recent version is the System of National Accounts 1993,
which is jointly published by Eurostat, the International Monetary
Fund, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development,
the World Bank, and the UN.
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were revised as far back as 1938 (for example,
national income at market prices, and personal
income before and after taxes), no aggregate produc-
tion or national expenditure data were produced.  A
number of attempts were made by the Federal
Bureau during the 1950s and 1960s to fill this gap
(see Historical Statistics of Switzerland, 1996, chapter Q,
pp. 880–81); largely due to inadequate data, these
were unsuccessful.  The nature of the problems were
summarized in a 1952 report of the National
Accounts Research Unit of the Organization for 
European Economic Co-operation (quoted by
Studenski, 1958, p. 467):

• “certain basic information on the economic 
activity of the country is only partially 
recorded or not available at all…no census of 
Industrial Production has ever been taken … 
and only very few current production series 
are available.” … “No balance of payments 
statistics are published.”

• “the collection of data required for setting up 
the national accounts is in some ways 
complicated by the [federal] political 
structure of Switzerland.”

• “there appears to be a markedly cautious 
attitude among Swiss official statisticians … 
which leads to a reluctance to publish official 
figures based predominantly on estimates or 
mere assumptions.”

• “government economic planning plays a 
less important role than in many European 
countries.”

These problems notwithstanding, in 1977 the
Federal Bureau replaced its earlier estimates with new,
more complete measures.  Retrospective estimates of
annual GNP were published as far back as 1948.  The
contemporaneous publication of quarterly GDP
began in 1981; retrospective measures of quarterly
GDP as far back as 1965 were published in 1983.  

Measuring Swiss economic activity prior to 1948
has been more difficult.  Comprehensive annual
measures of GNP for 1851–1913 were produced
during the late 1980s by a Swiss National Fund project,
“Money Supply and Economic Growth in Switzerland
1851–1913.”  Their methods are discussed at length
in Historical Statistics of Switzerland (1996), chapter
Q, pp. 880–84.  To estimate GDP, the project collected

an extensive set of basic historical data, including the
value added in commodity production and the outputs
of various service sectors such as tourism, transportation,
banking, insurance, the public sector (government),
personal services, and commerce (retail and wholesale
trade).  Many of the data were collected from primary
sources, including surveys of, and visits to, individual
plants and firms. Unfortunately, due to scarcities of
both data and funding, the project did not develop
measures of national income after 1913.  

Here, we seek to fill the gap between the
National Fund project’s estimate for 1913 and the
Federal Bureau’s estimate for 1948.  In the next sec-
tion, we examine the available aggregate data for
Switzerland and propose a method to measure GDP
for each year from 1914 to 1947.  In the terminology
introduced by Balke and Gordon (1989), our method
is indicator, rather than component, based.  That is,
our estimator utilizes data that are not included
directly in measuring aggregate output but likely dis-
play similar time-series behavior.  We ask the reader
to bear in mind that for no period prior to 1948 are
the commodity output data available for Switzerland
comparable in coverage or quality to those used by
Simon Kuznets (1941) to estimate income and output
for the United States; hence, by necessity, our
indicator-based method is cruder than Kuznets’ com-
ponent methods.

AVAILABLE SWISS MACROECONOMIC
INDICATORS FOR GDP

Only a small number of indicators of Swiss
aggregate economic activity from 1914 to 1947 
are available.

• The transport volume of Swiss railroads (on an
annual basis since 1882) is available in Historical 
Statistics of Switzerland.  This is the only 
consistently available measure of the level of 
economic activity for this period.  Lacking 
other information, staff of the Swiss National 
Bank have used these data as an indicator of 
economic growth between the years 1907 and 
1929 (Ruoss, 1992).

• An annual index of industrial production, due 
to David (1995), is available for the period 
between 1913 and 1945.

• Data on the annual number of guest arrivals 
at Swiss hotels are available for the years 
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Selected Published Measures of Swiss Aggregate Economic Activity, 1900–48

(Millions of Swiss Francs)

Concept Author and Date Published As-of Date and Amount

Net National Income Geering and Hotz (1902, 1910, 1914) 1906: 2,000

1913: 2,500-3,000

Zwingli and Ducret (1964) 1910:  4,222

Landmann (1916) 1913: 3,500

Mori (1928) 1913: 3,419

Swiss Federal Tax Office (1920) 1915: 4,378

Schneider (1921) 1919: 6,686

Wyler (1927 and 1928) 1924: 7,738

Federal Statistical Office of Switzerland (1941) 1929: 9,469

1930: 9,344

1931: 8,609

1932: 7,685

1933: 7,698

1934: 7,599

1935: 7,429

1936: 7,457

1937: 8,160

1938: 8,202

Total Production: Geering and Hotz (1902, 1910, 1914) 1906: 3,100

Net National Product Zwingli and Ducret (1964) 1910: 4,324

Mori (1928) 1924: 6,600

Wyler (1927 and 1928) 1924: 8,000

Federal Statistical Office of Switzerland (1941) 1929: 9,753

1930: 9,634

1931: 8,905

1932: 7,987

1933: 8,006

1934: 7,913

1935: 7,749

1936: 7,783

1937: 8,492

1938: 8,542

Federal Statistical Office of Switzerland 1938: 9,046
(1943 and following years) 1939: 9,225

Table 1

continued on next page
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between 1914 and 1948 in Historical Statistics 
of Switzerland (1996).  The usefulness of these 
data as a measure of the output of the tourism 
sector is limited, however, because data on the 
average duration of guests’ stays are not available
for the years between 1914 and 1920.  The 
average number of nights that a typical tourist 
stayed in a hotel is known to have been signifi-
cantly higher before World War I than it was 
after the war.  For that reason, increases in the 
number of arrivals may not be a good measure 
of tourism as a whole.  The size of the bias is 
suggested by comparing the average annual 
growth rate of the two indicators between 1920
and 1930: The number of arrivals increased at 
an average rate of 4 percent, but the number 
of nights increased at only a 2-percent rate.

• Measures of net national income and net 
national product have been produced for 
various years (see Table 1).9 Nominal NNI 
estimates, based on income and fiscal (tax 
collection) data, have been published for the
years 1910, 1915, 1919, 1924, and annually for 
the years between 1929 and 1938.  Measures 
of nominal NNP for 1910, 1924, and annually 

for 1929–48, based on income and production 
data, are published in Historical Statistics of 
Switzerland (1996).10

• The only measure of the price level 
available between 1914 and 1948 is the Swiss 
consumer price index (in Historical Statistics 
of Switzerland).  An annual Swiss cost-of-living 
index is available beginning in 1938.

Discrepancies almost are inevitable in such
varied and overlapping data.  For example, the
estimates by Wyler and Mori of NNP during 1924
differ by more than 25 percent (see Table 1).  As a

Concept Author and Date Published As-of Date and Amount

1940: 9,678

GDP Swiss National Fund project, 1900: 2,507
in Historical Statistics of Switzerland (1996) 1901: 2,484

1902: 2,559

1903: 2,531

1904: 2,685

1905: 2,783

1906: 3,143

1907: 3,338

1908: 3,354

1909: 3,536

1910: 3,739

1911: 3,965

1912: 4,117

1913: 4,009

Swiss Federal Bureau of Statistics (1998) 1948: 19,899 (at Market prices)
89,000 (1990 prices) 

Table 1 continued

9 NNI differs from NNP (at market prices) by the amount of indirect
(excise and sales) taxes included in market prices and by a statistical
discrepancy, or subvention.  NNI is measured as the primary income
(income due to the production of goods and services) received by
households and firms.  NNP is measured as the market value of these
goods and services.  (The most recent United Nations and European
Union system of national income accounts does not include the concept
of NNP; see System of National Accounts 1993.) The relationships among
national income and output concepts are discussed further in the
insert, “An Overview of the Concepts of National Output and Income.”

10See also Statistisches Jahrbuch der Schweiz 1993 (Statistical Yearbook
of Switzerland, 1993).
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second example, the Swiss National Fund project’s
estimate of GDP during 1910, which includes depre-
ciation, is less than Zwingli and Ducret’s (1964)
estimate of NNP, which excludes depreciation.

Because early researchers appreciated the role of
foreign capital income in Switzerland, such data are
more available and of better quality.  Landmann
(1916) estimated that net Swiss factor income derived
from capital investment abroad during 1910 was 100
to 150 million Swiss francs.  This estimate is based
on income received by Swiss residents from their
holdings of bonds issued abroad (denominated in
foreign currencies) and excludes labor income.  An
alternative estimate of 300 million Swiss francs,

including both income from capital exports and for-
eign investment, was published during 1925 in the
annual report “Handels-und Zahlungsbilanz” (Balance
of Trade and Payment).  Immediately after World War
I, income from capital exports fell almost to zero.
For the year 1924, the author(s) of the same report
estimated Swiss net foreign income at 150 million
Swiss francs, approximately the level of 1910.  Later,
both Wyler (1927) and Zwingli and Ducret (1964)
included foreign income in their estimates of net
national product.

Unlike net foreign income, we have been unable
to locate any estimates of depreciation between 1913
and 1948.  In our analysis, we assume that the share
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of depreciation in GDP is constant at 10.3 percent, its
mean between 1948 and 1995.  Annual data on the
share of depreciation in Swiss GDP between 1948
and 1995 is shown in Figure 1; for comparison, the
share in U.S. GDP also is shown.11  In Switzerland,
the share increases until the recession of the mid-
1970s, when it levels off at approximately its
post-World War II mean.12 (From 1948 to 1995, 
economic growth in Switzerland was characterized
by a small recession during 1959 and by a sharper
one during the mid-1970s.)  In the United States, the
share is more volatile, although the mean is similar.
The scatter plots shown in the lower panels of the
figure confirm that there essentially is no correlation

between the share of depreciation in GDP and the
growth rate of GDP, which suggests that our assump-
tion of a constant share may be satisfactory.  

Our estimate of depreciation between 1914 

Figure 2
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11The Swiss data are from the Federal Bureau of Statistics and are based
on the 1968 United Nations national income accounts framework.  All
data reflect GDP and its components valued at market prices.
Although the Federal Bureau has published national accounts data
based on newer methodology (including revised estimates for the
years between 1980 and 1995 based on the 1975 methodology of the
European Community) these newer estimates have not been chained
to earlier data.

12For the years between 1948 and 1995, the median share is 0.1048,
and the standard deviation is 0.0089.
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and 1948 is imprecise, at best.  Previously published
Swiss historical data, however, also reveal a great deal
of uncertainty regarding depreciation.  Recall that the
Swiss National Fund project’s estimate of GDP during
1910, published in Historical Statistics of Switzerland
(1996), is approximately 600 million Swiss francs
below the estimate of NNP published by Zwingli 
and Ducret (1964).  

Despite its imprecision, our depreciation
assumption suggests reasonable longer-run relation-
ships between GDP and NNP.  Consider a comparison
of 1910 and 1924.  If the share of depreciation in the
National Fund project’s estimate of GDP during 1910
was 10 percent, depreciation would have been
approximately 370 million Swiss francs.13 If depreci-
ation subsequently increased at an average annual
rate of 4.5 percent between 1910 and 1924, deprecia-
tion during 1924 would have been approximately
680 million Swiss francs, equal to 8.6 percent of
Wyler’s (1927) estimate of 1924’s GDP and 10.4 per-
cent of Mori’s (1928) estimate.14 Both are within the
range of depreciation shares observed in post-World
War II Swiss data.  Nonetheless, the annual growth
rates of Swiss GDP and NNP between 1948 and 1995
hardly differ.  In this period, the NNP growth is a
valuable indicator of GDP growth.  We also assume
that this relation between the two annual growth 
rates holds between 1930 and 1948 and that the
annual growth rates of GDP are the same as those 
of NNP.  

AN ESTIMATOR FOR ANNUAL SWISS GDP
We propose that a reasonable time series of esti-

mates for Swiss annual GDP should satisfy these
conditions:

A. Its average annual growth rate should be the 
same as the trend suggested by other 
measures of aggregate economic activity, 
including previously published estimates of 
GDP for individual years.

B. Its business-cycle behavior should be the 
same as that of other annual macroeconomic
indicators. 

C. Its volatility at frequencies shorter than those 
of business cycles should be the same as other 
annual macroeconomic indicators. 

Although we regard violations of A to be more

serious than violations of B, and violations of B to be
more serious than violations of C, an acceptable esti-
mator should do a reasonably good job of satisfying
all three conditions.  Balke and Gordon (1989)
emphasize two important steps to measure GDP 
via indicator variables—estimate the long-run trend
and estimate deviations around that trend.  In our
analysis, the long-run trend is determined by the
published values of GDP at the endpoints of our 
estimation interval, 1913 and 1948.  Note that the
published data for 1913 are nominal GDP, while our
estimation procedure is concerned with real GDP.
For 1948, measures of both nominal and real GDP
have been published by the Swiss Federal Bureau of
Statistics.  In our comparisons, we deflate the
published nominal levels by the Swiss CPI.

1914–29
We first seek to measure real GDP growth between

1914 and 1929.  Indicator variables available  include
the number of guests arriving at Swiss hotels, TO,
available annually between 1910 and 1948; the trans-
portation volume of Swiss railroads, TR, published
annually beginning 1880; the index of annual Swiss
industrial production, IP, between 1913 and 1945, due
to David (1995); and, beginning 1929, annual nominal
net national product and net national income.15 Data
for TO, TR, and IP are displayed in Figure 2.  Summary
statistics, based on these annual data and previously
published data for NNP and NNI during individual
years, are shown in Table 2 for four intervals:  1910–24,
1915–24, 1924–29, and 1915–30.  Data sources are
listed in the appendix.

Figure 2 suggests that the behaviors of the three
indicators TO, TR, and IP are broadly similar. Railroad
transport, TR, and industrial production, IP, both dis-
play growth rates similar to those of deflated NNP
and NNI (Table 2), and the growth rates of TR and IP
are positively correlated (lower-right panel, Figure 2).
During the earlier periods that are dominated by

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK of ST. LOUIS

13This is based on the Swiss National Fund’s GDP estimate for 1910 of
3.739 billion Swiss francs.  Zwingli and Ducret (1964) estimate that
NNP was about 4.324 billion francs, but provide no estimate of GNP or
GDP.

14The Swiss National Fund project (1996) estimated 1913’s GDP at 4.009
billion Swiss francs; the Swiss Federal Bureau of Statistics estimates
that 1948 GDP was 19.899 billion francs.  The implied average annual
growth rate is 4.5 percent.

15During these time periods, the difference between NNI and NNP—pri-
marily sales and excise taxes—likely is small.  We obtain real NNP and
NNI by dividing published nominal NNP and NNI by the published CPI.
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Growth of Swiss and U.S. Economic Indicators, Selected Intervals

Switzerland United States

Period Deflated Deflated Railroad  Industrial  Tourism  Real GNP Industrial Industrial

NNI NNP Transport Production (guest arrivals Production Production

Volume Index at hotels) (Miron/Romer) (Mitchell)

A. Growth Rate (average annual growth rate between years indicated, percent)

1910-1924 0.3 0.3-1.9 1.8 – 1.0 2.3 4.2 3.6

1915-1924 1.9 – 1.6 0.2 11.0 3.2 3.8 2.3

1924-1929 5.1 5.0 3.1 5.6 3.4 4.2 6.4 6.4

1915-1930 2.8 – 1.7 1.7 7.6 2.7 3.3 2.4

B. Standard Deviation of Annual (One Year) Growth Rates

1910-1924 – – 11.5 – 24.4 7.3 14.0 13.8

1915-1924 – – 13.0 22.5 17.8 8.7 15.9 15.1

1924-1929 – – 3.3 5.4 6.4 3.8 7.5 4.8

1915-1930 – – 10.1 17.4 14.7 7.7 13.7 12.8

Notes:

1. Deflated net national product and net national income equal, respectively, nominal net national product and net national income divided by the consumer 
price index.

2. Column 2, row 1: This entry is a range.  For 1910, Zwingli and Ducret (1964) estimated nominal NNP as 4,324 million Swiss francs; the Swiss National Fund project 
(1996) estimated nominal GDP as 3,739 francs.  For 1924, Wyler (1927 and 1928) estimated nominal NNP as 8,000 francs.  Combining 4324 for NNP in 1910 with 8,000
for NNP in 1924 yields a growth rate of 0.3 percent per annum.  If depreciation in 1910 is taken to be (say) 300, then the National Fund’s GDP estimate of 3,739 
yields NNP of 3,339 and a growth rate of 1.9 percent.   Column 2, row 3:  Wyler (1941) estimates nominal NNP for 1929 as 9,753 francs.  Combined with his estimate 
for 1924, this implies 5-percent real growth per annum, after deflating by the CPI.

Table 2
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years before 1925—1910 to 1924, 1915 to 1924, and
1915 to 1930—TR growth is closer to the growth of
NNP and NNI.  During the later period 1924–29, how-
ever, IP growth is closer to the growth of NNP and
NNI.  Other differences also are apparent.  During all
four periods in Table 2, tourism’s average annual
growth rate is much larger than the growth rates of
TR and IP.  Fluctuations in the annual growth rate of
TO are not correlated closely with those of IP (lower-
left panel, Figure 2).  At the onset of World War I in
Europe, tourism’s growth rate decreases rapidly; in
1915, it reverses path and begins to increase rapidly
(see Figure 2).  

Romer (1999 and earlier references therein) finds
that indicators of service-sector and commodity-
sector output in the United States differ with respect 
to volatility and cyclical patterns.  As a result, she
concludes that measures of U.S. GDP will display
spurious volatility if based primarily on commodity-
sector output.  Our data suggest that this is not true
for Switzerland.  After World War I, the service-sector
measures, TO and TR, display approximately the
same volatility and cyclical behavior as industrial pro-
duction.  Why in Switzerland do fluctuations in
service-sector and commodity-sector output more
closely resemble each other than in the United
States?  Likely because Switzerland is a small open
economy, and fluctuations in economic activity in
most sectors are strongly correlated with foreign
demand.  Decreases in IP during periods such as
1915–18, 1921, and 1930–35, for example, reflect
larger decreases in foreign than domestic demand.16

This common cyclical pattern, however, does not
suggest that there is no risk of spurious volatility.
During 1948–95, the volatility of both industrial 
and service-sector output is higher than that of GDP.
This suggests that—to avoid the problem of excess
volatility—an indicator-based estimator of GDP might
attempt to exploit the apparent negative covariance
between indicators of commodity-sector and service-
sector output.  We do not do so in this study, however,
believing that this would be asking too much of the
available fragile Swiss historical data.  

Because it seems likely that a measure of real
GDP between 1914 and 1929 that is based directly on
TR or IP would display spurious volatility, we
measure the annual growth rates of real GDP as cen-
tered three-period moving averages of these
indicators’ growth rates.  Let us denote the (log) level
of a data series by zt and define the lag operator B j as
B j = zt- j .  Then a centered three-period moving
average filter, denoted as MA(3) zt, is defined by the

equation

(1)

and a triangular, centered three-period moving average
(that is, a moving average with the center observation
double-weighted), denoted as TRI(3) zt, is defined by
the equation17

(2)

Denoting the growth rate of the series as (1–B) zt , 
an MA(3) filter for the growth rate is defined by 
the equation

(1′ )

and a TRI(3) filter for the growth rate by the 
equation 

(2′ ) 

To assess the smoothing effect of these filters,
original and filtered data for TR and IP are shown in
Figures 3 and 4, respectively.  Over the entire interval
between 1913 and 1931, the average annual growth
rates and standard deviations of data filtered by
MA(3) and TRI(3) differ little.  Their cyclical behavior
does differ, however.  Perhaps not a surprise in
annual data, the TRI(3) filter, with its higher weight
on the center observation, better preserves cyclical
patterns (turning points) than the MA(3) filter.  The
failure of MA(3)-filtered TR and IP data to accurately
reflect the 1919–22 downturn, for example, is a 
concern.  In our judgement, the MA(3) and TRI(3) 
filters approximately are equivalent with respect to
criterion C, that is, reducing volatility of the series,
but the TRI(3) filter, equation 2′, preserves somewhat
better the cyclical patterns in the data relative to the
MA(3) filter, equation 1′.  Below, we use the TRI(3)
filter for all calculations.

• Between 1914 and 1922, we measure annual 
real GDP growth by a TRI(3)-filtered growth rate
of TR.  Individual, published observations of 
NNP are available for the years 1910 and 1924 
(see Table 1); observations on TR also are avail-
able for these dates.  Between these two years, 

= ( ) + + −−1
4

1 21 2 1B B B B zt( )( ) .

= ( ) + + −−1
3

1 21 1B B B B zt( )( )

= ( ) + +−1
4

1 21 2B B B zt( ) .

= + +( ) −1
3

1 21B B B zt( ) ,

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK of ST. LOUIS

16See for example David (1995), chart 2, p. 118.
17This filter also is a lagged one-period, double moving-average filter of 

order MA(2 x 2).
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Figure 3

Filtered and Unfiltered Railroad Volume, 1913-30
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Figure 4

Filtered and Unfiltered Industrial Production, 1914-31
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the compound annual growth rate of TR is 
similar to that of deflated NNP (the first row of 
Table 2).18

• Between 1925 and 1929, we measure real GDP 
growth by a TRI(3)-filtered growth rate of IP, 
rather than TR.  Beginning in the mid-1920s, 
railroad transportation increasingly was 
replaced by private trucks and automobiles.  
As a result, the volume of railroad transportation
became less representative of overall economic
activity.  Between 1924 and 1929, for example, 
IP displays an average annual growth rate of 5.6
percent, but the growth rate of TR, 3.1 percent, 
is well below the growth rate of (deflated) NNP, 
5 percent (Table 2).19

• For the years 1923 and 1924, we measure 
real GDP growth by a TRI(3)-filtered mixture 
of the growth rates of TR and IP.  For 1923, 
we use the growth rate of TR for 1922 and 
1923, and IP for 1924.  For 1924, we use 
the growth rate of TR for 1923, and IP for 
1924 and 1925.  In our judgement, these 
blended averages  provide a smooth transition 
between the earlier (1914-22) and later (1925-
29) periods.

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK of ST. LOUIS

Comparison of Swiss Real Economic Indicators, Selected Periods

TRI(3) Moving Averages of Annual Growth Rates Mixed Series

Industrial Railroad Chained Series   
Production Transport of Railroad Transport • 1910–13: Published GDP

Volume Volume and Industrial • 1914–29: TR+IP, TRI(3) Filter
Production • 1930–40: Published NNP 

A. Growth Rates (average annual growth rate between years indicated, percent)

1910-1924 – 2.1 2.0 1.6

1915-1924 2.4 2.0 2.0 2.0

1924-1929 5.8 3.6 5.8 5.8

1915-1930 3.1 2.2 2.9 3.1

1930-1940 0.6 – 0.6 0.1

B. Standard Deviation of Annual Growth Rate

1910-1924 – 5.2 5.1 4.9

1915-1924 10.7 5.9 5.7 5.7

1924-1929 2.6 1.8 2.6 2.6

1915-1930 8.5 4.8 5.2 4.9

1930-1940 5.6 – 5.6 3.0

Notes:  

Column 1:  Swiss industrial production index 1913–45, from David (1995).

Column 2:  Railroad transportation volume, 1910–31, from Historical Statistics of Switzerland (1996).

Column 3:  For 1913–22, TRI(3)-filtered growth rate of railroad transportation volume.  For 1925–40, TRI(3)-filtered growth rate of 
industrial production.  For 1923 and 1924, a TRI(3)-filtered mixture of the growth rates of railroad volume and industrial 
production (see text).

Column 4:  For 1910-13 GDP from Historical Statistics of Switzerland (1996). For 1914–29, the same as column 3.  For 1930–40, the 
annual growth rates of deflated NNP (published nominal NNP deflated by the CPI).

Table 3

18In our judgement, growth of tourism, TO, varies so much year-to-year
that it is not acceptable as an indicator of real economic growth.

19Estimates of the level of nominal NNP are available for 1924 and
1929, but not the years in between.  
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Below, we use the expression TR+IP to refer to
our estimates of real GDP growth between 1914 and
1929.  For comparison, Figure 5 displays annual
growth rates from 1913 to 1930 for IP and two
variants of TR+IP, one built with the MA(3) filter and
one with the TRI(3) filter.  

A comparison of Tables 2 and 3 shows that,
between 1915 and 1930, the growth rate of TR+IP,
2.9 percent, is similar to that of real NNI, 2.8 percent;
between 1915 and 1924, the growth rate of TR+IP,
2.0 percent, is the same as that of deflated NNI, 1.9
percent; and between 1924 and 1929, the growth
rate of TR+IP, 5.8 percent, is somewhat larger than
the growth rate of deflated NNI, 5.1 percent.

1930–47
Between 1930 and 1947, we measure the annual

growth rate of real GDP by the annual growth rate of

Figure 5

Combined Railroad Transport + Industrial 
Production Series, 1913-30

Growth Rate, Percent Annual Rate
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Comparison of Industrial Production and Real GNP/GDP, Switzerland and United States, 
Selected Periods

Switzerland United States

Period Industrial Industrial Real GDP, Industrial Industrial GNP
Production Production, Estimated in Production Production,

TRI(3) This Article TRI(3)
Filtered Filtered

A. Growth rates (compound annual rate between years indicated, percent)

1915-1930 1.7 3.1 3.1 3.3 4.2 2.7

1915-1920 –0.1 –1.1 0.6 5.2 4.3 2.4

1920-1930 2.7 5.3 4.4 2.4 4.1 2.8

1920-1940 1.3 2.9 2.2 3.0 4.3 2.3

1930-1940 0.1 0.6 0.1 3.3 4.7 1.8

B. Standard Deviation of Annual Growth Rates

1915-1930 17.4 8.5 4.9 13.7 6.6 7.7

1915-1920 19.6 8.8 4.3 7.8 8.0 7.3

1920-1930 17.3 8.0 4.9 16.2 6.2 8.2

1920-1940 15.5 7.2 4.6 16.1 10.0 8.3

1930-1940 14.2 5.6 3.0 18.8 13.2 8.8

Table 4
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real (deflated) NNP.20 On two important measures—
volatility and cyclical behavior—NNP seems
reasonable. The cyclical behaviors of NNP and IP are
similar during the 1930s and 1940s, suggesting that
the published NNP data accurately indicate cyclical
turning points (see Figure 6).  Yet, because NNP is a
broader measure of the economy, it is much less
volatile than IP.  In fact, the growth rates of NNP and
IP display only a weak positive correlation.  Recall
that by measuring the growth rates of GDP by the 
growth rates of NNP we are assuming explicitly
that the ratio of depreciation plus net foreign
income to GDP is constant.  Above, we found 
this to be consistent with post-World War II 
Swiss data.

The statistical properties of our final series 
are summarized in the fourth column of Table 3 
for five time intervals.  In general, the average
annual growth rates of industrial production 
and our GDP measure are similar (upper panel 
of Table 3).21  At the same time, the volatility of 
our GDP measure, in terms of standard deviations,
is much lower than that of industrial production
(the lower panel of Table 3).  We find both results
encouraging. 

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK of ST. LOUIS

Industrial Production

Deflated NNP

Industrial Production
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Annual Data, 1929-45
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Figure 6

20Note that the growth rate of NNP is not smoothed by moving averages.
21Recall that industrial production enters the GDP estimates by itself 

only between 1925 and 1929, and enters in combination with rail-
road transport volume during 1923 and 1924.  
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THE EFFECTS OF FILTERING: U.S. GNP AND
SWISS NNP VS. INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION

To examine further the properties of the TRI(3)
moving average filter, we compare filtered U.S. indus-
trial production to U.S. real GNP between 1909 and
1941, and filtered Swiss industrial production to
deflated Swiss NNP between 1929 and 1945.22

Statistics on the U.S. and Swiss data are shown in
Table 4 for selected years.23 The volatility of U.S. and
Swiss industrial production is similar, and both are
far more volatile than GNP or NNP.

The results for Switzerland between 1929 and
1945 are shown in Figure 7.  The upper panel displays
growth rates of NNP, IP, and IP after smoothing by
the TRI(3) filter.24 The lower panel displays the level
of NNP, normalized to 100 in 1929, and an implied NNP
obtained by accumulating the TRI(3)-filtered IP
growth rates.  During the initial years, the TRI(3)-
filtered IP series grows more slowly than NNP, and
the implied level of NNP falls well below the actual.
Later, between 1935 and 1939, the filtered IP series
grows more rapidly, and the implied level of NNP
increases well above the actual, before reversing
between 1940 and 1943.25 The situation is improved,

of course, when the implied 1945 level is constrained
to match the actual level.  Overall, it is evident from
the figure that a filter designed to smooth fluctuations
in a data series, such as TRI(3), does not perform well
during periods when there is a significant shift in the
level of the series, that is, when the growth rate of IP
is persistently above or below that of NNP.  Here, the

Figure 7

Swiss NNP and IP Using TRI(3) Filter
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22The Swiss IP data are from David (1995).  The Swiss NNP data, from 
Historical Statistics of Switzerland (1996), are published in three seg-
ments.  We have spliced the data at overlapping years (using a simple
ratio of the levels) to create a single time series.

23Following Romer (1999), we use the standard deviation as a volatility 
measure. 

24Because the sample periods are short, we calculate TRI(3)-filtered 
observations for the endpoints in 1909, 1915, 1930, and 1940.  For 
each period, the missing leading or lagged observation is omitted and
the TRI(3)-filtered observation is calculated from the available growth 
rates.  Between 1909 and 1930, for example, the TRI(3)-filtered value 
for 1909 is the average of the growth rates for 1909 (weighted twice) 
and 1910; for 1930, it is the average of the growth rates for 1929 and 
1930 (weighted twice).  The results are changed little if we omit these 
observations.

25We also examined MA(5) and TRI(5) filters.  Average growth rates were
not closer to the NNP growth rates and the standard deviations were 
not smaller.  The turning points moved away from the observed 
turning points.
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failure of TRI(3)-filtered IP to track Swiss NNP may be due,
in part, to the strong effect of World War II in Europe
on Switzerland, and perhaps does not indicate a general
weakness of the smoothing method.

The results for the United States are shown in Fig-
ures 8, 9, and 10 for three periods: between 1909-30,
1915-30, and 1915-40.  Figures 8 and 9 use annual
averages of the IP data from Miron and Romer (1990),
available between 1908 and 1931, while Figure 10 uses
IP data from Mitchell (1998), available between 1914
and 1941.  All three figures use historical real GDP (in
1982 prices) from Mitchell (1998), available between
1908 and 1950.  The TRI(3) filter smoothes the growth
rate of IP so that it is similar to the growth rate of GNP
(Table 4).  The volatility of the growth rates of the fil-
tered IP data, measured as the standard deviation of
annual percentage changes, is similar to that of the
published GNP data.  The correspondence of the
growth rates is better between 1920 and 1930, for
example, than between 1915 and 1920.  In part, this
may be due to the high volatility of both series
between 1915 and 1920, and to the unusual behavior
of IP relative to GNP between 1918 and 1920, as
noted by Romer (1989).  The figures, however, make

it clear that the filter has difficulty when the growth
rate of IP is persistently above or below that of GNP,
such as between 1915-17, 1933-36, and 1939-41.
Constraining the endpoints of the implied GNP series
to match the endpoints of the actual GNP series pro-
duces a superior estimate in all three figures. 

We conclude that the TRI(3) moving average filter
works well as a smoothing device to reduce the volatility
of indicators.  It does not cope well with periods where-
in the growth rate of an indicator is persistently larger
or smaller than the growth rate of the actual broad
economic aggregate, however, such as Swiss deflated
NNP or U.S. real GDP.  In these cases, the estimates
may be considerably improved by constraining the
endpoints of the filtered series to match the actual
values of NNP or GNP.  Note that this problem only
affects volatility: Cyclical turning points in both U.S.
and Swiss data appeared well-preserved by the 
TRI(3) filter. 

ARE OUR ESTIMATES ACCEPTABLE?
We evaluate our final estimates by asking how

closely they satisfy the criteria A, B, and C listed above.

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK of ST. LOUIS

Figure 8
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Figure 9
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Volatility
Measured by the standard deviation of growth

rates, the moving average filter TRI(3) produces
filtered series (as proxies for GDP growth rates from
1914–29) with about one-half the volatility of the ini-
tial series, TR or IP; compare the lower panels of
Tables 2 and 3 and Figures 3 and 4.  Yet, it does not
seem to smooth the data excessively.  For the years
between 1930 and 1948, we have argued that the 

growth rate of real (deflated) NNP is a good proxy for
the growth of real GDP.  It seems unlikely that the dif-
ferences between GDP and NNP—depreciation of
capital and net factor income received from abroad—
affect the relative volatility of their annual growth
rates.  We conclude that our estimates are acceptable
with respect to criterion C. 

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK of ST. LOUIS

SWISS NATIONAL INCOME AND 
FOREIGN TRADE

Swiss citizens, through a long tradition of
foreign trade, have accumulated large amounts of
capital abroad. The accumulation of foreign capital
has been intertwined with the growth of foreign
trade since the 16th century.  The signing of the
“eternal treaty of peace” with France in 1516
marked a watershed in the direction of the Swiss
economy (Biucchi, 1979).  Before the treaty, the
Swiss cantons—geographically surrounded by
France to the west, the Hapbsburg empire (today's
Austria) to the east, the German principalities to the
north, and today’s Italy to the south—often had
been involved in battles and wars.  The treaty
required the Swiss Confederation, a group of
cantons (states), to retire from “war activities.”  (The
battle of Marignano in 1515 was the last time that
Swiss soldiers fought outside the Swiss border
against soldiers from another country.)  Further,
before the treaty, the male population not
employed in agriculture, crafts, or trade often
worked abroad as mercenaries for foreign nobles.
The treaty regulated and reduced the number of
Swiss serving in such employment.

The treaty of 1516 also opened the European
market to Swiss trade.  In exchange for restrictions
on the “export” of Swiss mercenaries, the cantons
negotiated trade concessions and customs
privileges.  As a result, in several cantons new enter-
prises were quickly founded to produce mainly
exports.  Not coincidentally, these industries also
provided employment for young people who
formerly had left Switzerland as mercenaries.  The
new enterprises produced textiles such as cotton
and silk and, starting with the 17th century,
watches.  Expansion of these export-oriented
industries dominated future Swiss economic
growth, while output of older, traditional craft
industries increased slowly (Bernegger, 1990).  

For 1798, it is estimated that about 62.5 percent 
of the active population worked in agriculture, 25
percent in the production of goods, and 12.5 percent
in services (Bergier, 1983).  By 1900, agriculture
employed only 31 percent, goods production 45
percent, and services 24 percent.  Throughout the
18th and 19th centuries, industrialization and inter-
national trade grew hand-in-hand: Switzerland’s
small amounts of mineral resources and raw mate-
rials forced its industries to specialize in the
production of high-quality, high value-added goods.

Swiss exports, of course, were not limited to
goods and services.  In the 16th century, the Swiss
Confederation was one of the first continental-
European countries to export capital, mainly to
France and Germany (Landmann, 1916).  Initially,
the capital came from two sources: savings
accumulated by mercenaries and the wealth of
well-to-do émigrés from elsewhere in Europe
(including the Huguenots).  During the 17th
century, this wealth was increased by Swiss
merchant traders.  (Merchant traders also were
becoming wealthy in other countries: Recall that
the Bank of England was founded in 1694 by wine
merchants.)  Today, the Swiss tradition of accumu-
lating and exporting capital continues. 

The relative roles of foreign factor income in
the Swiss and U.S. economies are compared in the
table below.  Recall that the difference between
gross domestic and gross national product equals
the net receipts by Swiss residents of factor income
from nonresidents.  In 1997, these receipts were
more than 4-1/2 percent of Swiss net national
income, while they were negative for the United
States.  Although U.S. net receipts also were negative
in 1997, receipts were positive in 1995 and 1996:
But even during those years, net receipts were less
than one-half of 1 percent of national income.

continued on next page
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Business Cycles
Our proxy series seems to provide a reasonably

accurate picture of the Swiss business cycle.  The Swiss
economy expanded from 1909 through the outbreak
of World War I in Europe.26 During the  war, the
economy stagnated.  Exports of consumption goods
slumped as Switzerland’s trading partners focused on
arms production and limited imports.  In Switzerland,
economic conditions were dominated by huge
increases in the prices of imported goods and the
overall CPI.  Immediately after the war, economic
growth increased sharply with a rebound of foreign
demand for consumption and luxury goods.  In 1920,
the Swiss franc appreciated sharply against the cur-
rencies of Switzerland’s neighbors, which were the most
important export destinations.  Although exports fell
rapidly, domestic demand remained strong until 1921.
Then, in line with the world economy, Switzerland fell
into a sharp recession.  The depth of the recession,
however, was damped by domestic demand.  Exchange-
rate developments and a general fall in consumer
prices sharply increased consumer purchasing power,
despite a decrease in nominal wages and salaries.
Recovery was aided by a Swiss government program
to stimulate growth and reduce unemployment, the
so-called “electrification program.”  Between 1923
and 1930, the Swiss economy expanded in line with
the world economy.   

All the available indicator variables—industrial
production, railroad transportation volume, the number
of arrivals in hotels, and deflated net national product—
fit this description of the Swiss business cycle well.
The common co–movements in these indicators likely

arose because Switzerland is a small open economy.
As such, increases and decreases in economic activity
are correlated strongly with foreign demand.  During
the years 1915 to 1918, 1921, and 1930 to 1935, for
example, the foreign-demand component of industrial
production declined much more than the corresponding
domestic components.  

Trends
The final step in our estimation is to accumulate,

from 1913 to 1948, the implied annual increases in real
GDP.  Our starting point is the Swiss National Fund
project’s estimate of nominal GDP for 1913 (SFr 4.009
billion), deflated by the Swiss CPI for 1913 (12.61,
1990=100), equal to SFr 31.8 billion.  Estimated annual
levels of real GDP are shown in Table 6, column 5; for
reference, columns 1 through 4 show our estimates
of the annual growth rates.

The first row of Table 5 compares our estimated
level of real GDP for 1948, SFr 65.2 billion, to two
benchmark estimates published by the Swiss Federal
Bureau of Statistics.  The first is the published level 
of nominal GDP during 1948 (SFr 19.8 billion),
deflated (by us) using the Swiss CPI for 1948 (28.2,
1990=100), equal to SFr 70.5 billion.  The second is
the Federal Bureau’s published level of real GDP in
1990 prices, SFr 89.0 billion.  Our estimate of SFr
65.2 billion would need to be increased by 8.1
percent to equal the first published value, or equiva-

Gross National Product and Income, 1997

Switzerland United States
(Billions of (Billions of 

Swiss Francs) U.S. Dollars)

Gross Domestic Product 371.6 8,511.0
+  Receipts of factor income from, less payments to, 21.8 –20.4

the rest of the world
=  Gross National Income 393.4 8,490.6
–   Consumption of Fixed Capital (Depreciation) 58.8 908.0
=  Net National Product 334.6 7,582.6
+  Adjustments for: indirect taxes; payments not received –18.1 –587.8

by producers for product shipped; subsidies to, minus 
surpluses of, government enterprises; and statistical
discrepancy

= Net National Income 316.5 6,994.7

continued from
previous page

26This paragraph is based on Böhi (1964, pp. 83–86) and  Siegenthaler
(1987, pp. 493–500).
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lently its average annual growth rate between 1914
and 1948 would need to be increased by 0.2
percentage points, from 2.1 to 2.3 percent.  Relative
to the second, our estimate would need to be
increased by 36.5 percent to equal the published
value, equivalent to an increase in its average annual
growth rate of approximately 0.9 percentage points,
to 3.0 percent.

The discrepancies between our estimate and the
Federal Bureau’s estimates suggest three possibilities: 

• Our procedure might underestimate real
GDP growth between 1913 and 1948. To test
this, we compared our estimates to published
measures of the growth of U.S. real GNP
between 1915 and 1938 (this period is chosen
so as to exclude World War II).  Between 1915-
21 and 1915-38, our estimates of the growth of
Swiss real GDP are very close to the growth of

U.S. real GDP.  Moreover, although the volatility
of the Swiss and U.S. data differ, the recessions
of 1921 and 1932 are clear in both data.  We
conclude that our estimates of the longer-run
growth of Swiss real GDP are unlikely to be
significantly misspecified.

• The starting point for our estimate—the
Swiss National Fund project’s estimated level
of nominal GDP during 1913—may be too
low. Some support for this view is evident in a
comparison of the data shown in Table 1 for
the years between 1910 and 1920.  How large
a shortfall in 1913 would be necessary to
account for the differences in 1948?  Table 6,
column 6, shows a counterfactual experiment
in which we calculate backwards from the
Federal Bureau’s published estimate for 1948
(SFr 89.0 billion), using the growth rates

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK of ST. LOUIS

Comparison of Estimated and Published Swiss Real GDP for 1948 
(Billions of Swiss Francs, at 1990 Prices)

Estimate in Published Nominal GDP, Published Real GDP

This article Deflated by CPI

SFr 65.2 SFr 70.5 SFr 89.0

Discrepancy between level of real GDP – 8.1% 36.5%
estimated in this article and published values, 
in percent of this article’s estimate

Compound average annual growth rates of real GDP, 2.1 2.3 3.0
1913-48

Difference between annual growth rate of GDP – –0.2 –
estimated in this article (column 1) and published 
nominal GDP deflated by the CPI, 1913-48

Difference between annual growth rate of GDP – – –0.9
estimated in this article (column 1) and published 
real GDP, 1913-48

Memo: 

CPI Price Index for 1913, 1990=100 12.6

CPI Price Index  for 1948, 1990=100 28.2

GDP implicit price deflator for 1948, 1990 = 100 22.4

Table 5
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Summary of Estimates

Growth Rate of Swiss Real GDP Level of Swiss Real GDP
(percent annual rate) (SFr. Billions, 1990 prices)

TRI(3) Moving Averages Annual
of Annual Growth Rates Growth Rates

Railroad Mixed Railroad Industrial Deflated Net Estimate obtained Estimate obtained
Transport Transport and Production National Product by starting with by starting with
Volume Industrial 1925-29 1930-48 published 1913 published 1948
1914-22 Production level and level and decumulating

1923-24 accumulating growth  backward
growth  to 1948 to 1913

1913 31.8 43.4
1914 –3.04 30.8 42.1
1915 4.97 32.4 44.2
1916 4.17 33.7 46.0
1917 –3.84 32.4 44.3
1918 –4.31 31.0 42.3
1919 4.05 32.3 44.1
1920 3.12 33.3 45.4
1921 –5.43 31.5 43.0
1922 1.62 32.0 43.7
1923 10.59 35.4 48.3
1924 9.11 38.6 52.7
1925 5.16 40.6 55.4
1926 3.60 42.0 57.4
1927 7.50 45.2 61.7
1928 9.34 49.4 67.5
1929 3.46 51.1 69.8
1930 0.53 51.4 70.2
1931 –2.52 50.1 68.4
1932 –2.73 48.7 66.5
1933 5.65 51.5 70.3
1934 0.29 51.6 70.5
1935 –1.08 51.1 69.7
1936 –1.26 50.4 68.9
1937 4.08 52.5 71.7
1938 0.37 52.7 71.9
1939 1.24 53.3 72.8
1940 –3.99 51.2 69.9
1941 –4.72 48.8 66.6
1942 –2.57 47.5 64.9
1943 2.26 48.6 66.4
1944 1.43 49.3 67.3
1945 7.08 52.8 72.1
1946 13.87 60.1 82.1
1947 7.77 64.8 88.5
1948 0.62 65.2 89.0

Table 6
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shown in columns 1–4.  The difference for 
1913 in 1990 prices is (SFr 43.4 – SFr 31.8)=
SFr 11.6 billion, or SFr 1.46 billion in 1913
prices, equal to 36 percent of the National
Fund project’s 1913 estimated level.  Even if
the project’s estimate is low, it seems unlikely
that it is that low.  In a second experiment, not
shown in the table, we repeat the above exper-
iment beginning with the Federal Bureau’s
published estimate for nominal GDP deflated
by the CPI, equal to SFr 70.5 billion.  The
difference for 1913 in 1990 prices is (SFr 34.4
– SFr 31.8) = SFr 2.6 billion, or approximately
SFr 320 million in 1913 prices, 8.2 percent of
the project’s estimated 1913 level.  This differ-
ence may be within the margin of error of the
project’s estimate. 

• Some of the discrepancy may be due to
differences between the aggregate Swiss CPI
and the price indexes for individual items
used by the Federal Bureau to construct real
GDP. The results of the previous paragraph
support this possibility.  In our estimation, we
use the CPI to deflate both the National Fund
project’s estimate of nominal GDP for 1913 and
published values of nominal NNP between 1930
and 1947.  The CPI is a fixed-weight Laspeyres
index, and the biases in such indexes due to the
use of fixed weights are well known; see Balaster
(1992), Boskin et al. (1996), Hess et al. (1988).
A more appropriate variable-weight index,
such as an implicit deflator or chained price
index for GDP, is not available.  Weights in the
Swiss CPI do change when it is revised, but
there were only two revisions between 1900
and 1950: in 1913 and 1938.  In particular, the
relative prices of various consumer goods
during 1990 likely are not representative of
relative prices in 1913, a point emphasized by
Balke and Gordon (1989) for U.S. data.  Hence,
the level of the CPI for 1913 could be too high,
relative to 1948, and the deflated level of GDP
for 1913 too low. Unfortunately, we have been
unable to find a way to measure the size of
such a bias.

Despite these possible shortfalls, our measure of
real GDP seems to follow trends reasonably well
during shorter intervals.

1910–1924: As noted above, careful estimates of
nominal GDP have been published for 1910, and

nominal NNP for 1910 and 1924.  Although each of
these estimates is based on detailed data, some
uncertainty must remain regarding how close the
estimates are to the true unobserved values.  Because
we suspect that a similar degree of uncertainty likely
is present in the estimates for many other years, we
evaluate the performance of our estimates by asking
whether the path of our annual values falls within a
heuristic, but reasonable, confidence band.  For the
years 1910 and 1924, respectively, let us assume that
the estimates of Zwingli and Ducret (1964) and Wyler
(1927 and 1928) are at the upper bound of a range of
likely estimates.  Also, let us assume, consistent with
the range of published estimates, that the smallest
values for these years are 20-percent smaller.  Next, let
us calculate from these levels two boundary growth
paths between 1910 and 1924.  Let the lower bound
be one that connects the largest estimated level for
1910 to the smallest for 1924, and let the upper bound
be the one that connects the smallest for 1910 to the
largest for 1924.  Under these assumptions, the lower
and upper bounds for growth between 1910 and 1924
are, respectively, 0.34 and 1.95 percent.  The growth
rate implied by our time series of annual GDP values
is 1.59 percent, within (the admittedly coarse) bounds.

1924–1929: Using Wyler's estimates of net
national product between 1924 and 1929, the calcu-
lated average annual growth rate for the period is
5.01 percent per year.  Our estimates suggest a very
similar rate of 5.79 percent.

CONCLUSIONS
This study has developed a new measure 

of annual real GDP in Switzerland between 1914
and 1947.  The estimates are based on three
indicator variables: the transportation volume 
of Swiss railroads, industrial production, and
deflated net national product.  Comparisons to 
U.S. data during the same period suggest that 
the estimated growth rate of real GDP is reason-
able. Accumulating the implied annual growth
beginning with the Swiss National Fund project’s
estimate of nominal GDP for 1913 (deflated by the
CPI), however, yields a level of GDP during 1948
that is lower than the levels published by the 
Swiss Federal Bureau of Statistics, although not
greatly so.  This discrepancy might be due to the
published nominal GDP level in the 1913 bench-
mark being too small, or to the CPI being an in-
adequate measure of prices—available data do 
not allow us to test these hypotheses. 

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK of ST. LOUIS
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1.  Swiss Data
Source: Ritzmann-Blickenstorfer H., Historical Statis-
tics of Switzerland, Chronos Verlag, Zürich, 1996.

Series: • Gross domestic product (GDP) 1910–13
• Nominal net national product (NNP) 

1910, 1924, 1929–48 
• Guest arrivals at hotels, 1910–48

Source:  Swiss Federal Bureau of Statistics
Series:  • Nominal net national income (NNI) 

1915, 1919, 1924, and 1929 
Statistisches Jahrbuch der Schweiz 1993, 
pp. 129-34

• Nominal gross domestic product (GDP) 
1948–95 

• Nominal gross national product (GNP) 
1948–95 

• Nominal depreciation 1948–95
• Consumption price index (CPI) 1910–48
• Deflator for GDP (chain price index), 

1948

Source: Ritzmann-Blickenstorfer H., Historical Statis-
tics of Switzerland, Chronos Verlag, Zürich, 1996.

Series:  • Transportation volume of Swiss 
railroads (in thousands of tons), 
1910–31

Source:  David, T. (1995), Schweizerische Zeitschrift für
Geschichte, 1995, vol. 45, no. 1.

Series:  • Industrial production index, 1913–45

2.  U.S. Data
Source:  Mitchell B. R., International Historical Statis-
tics, The Americas 1750–1993.  Fourth edition, 
Stockton Press, New York, 1998.

Series:  • Gross domestic product (GDP)
• Industrial production index

Source:  Miron, Jeffrey A., and Christina D. Romer, 
“A New Monthly Index of Industrial Production 1884-
1940,” Journal of Economic History (June 1990), 
pp. 321-37.

Series:  • Industrial production index
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